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ABSTRACT
This first grade activities guide is intended for use

by teachers, counselors and other guidance staff to support
competency-based guidance curriCulum in the ele'menta;y schools. The
`materials in the guide were collected from many sources and organized
for use within the Georgia' Guidance Curriculum Model (GGCM)
framework. Curriculum activities are organized arou*d eight content
areas: self-understanding, interpersonal relations, expression of
ideas,,the gathering and processing of information, rights and
responsibilities, values and decision-making, achievement
motivations, and problem-solving. Within each area, activities have-
been developed ardund a competency based format,that includes /
activity objectives; length of activity,' mater41s/resources td be

6 used in the activity, direCtions for carrying out the activity, an
activity evacuation form for determining ttudent's mastery of the
activity, performance indicators; suggested subject matter area, and
educateei preparation,- Blank activity writing forms that fit
specific goal areas/competency eleients, and that can be used by
teachers to-develop further activities are included at the end of the
guide. (Author/MP)
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INTRODUCTION

The First Grade Actitities Guide is intended to support competency-

based guidance curriculum in the elementary schools. The materials in

the Guide were collected from many sources and organized for use with

the Georgia Guidance Curriculum Model framework. (See Guidance'

Curriculum and Assessment Procedu-res Manual forElementary/Middle

'Schools.)' Teachers, counselors and other guidance staff can adopt or

adapt'these materials for local school setting use. Also it is expected

4
that theselmethods will stimulate a continuous research and development

effort to expand and extend this volume

These guidance curriculum activities are organized in content areas

and goals as identified by the Georgia Guidance Curriculum Model. Some

activities'are written in a competency -based format. Users may wish to

convert the other activities to this more rigorous format. It is also

possible that instructors may wish to modify activity ideas found in

another grade level guide.
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CREATING GUID.NCE CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES

This Guide contains activities organized around the Guidance Goal

Areas in the Georg .Comprehensive Guidance Model. Some activities have

been devei4ed around a competency based format that includes perfotL

Mance indicators that can be used for evaluation. Guidance activity

ideas based around the eight content areas are also included. Activity

writing for" that fit Specific Goal Area/Competency elements are also

included at the end of this, Guide. These blank foems Man be reprOduced

for use in activity

Adopting, Adapting, and Creating Guidance Curriculum Materials

Following is a description of the methods used to provide guidance

curriculum materials:

1. 4dopting guidance material's means that you 'use some materials
that someone else has written and change them very little 5p

meet your local needs. .
.

2. Adapting guidance materials means that you use someone lse's

materials but change or revise them to meet the needs of your

particular situation.

3. Creating guidance materials means' that you start from the
beginning and write your own materials, including learning
activities and assessment measures.

The Proefcna of Adopting. Adopting guidance curricu4umAnateripls

helps avoid "reinventing the wheel." The basic task is to identi y

.materials which have the same goal or one similar to the one that you

have.

.
There are good materials which have already been produced. Theses

materials have been produced by national, state and local pr)jects in

career eduCation, career guidance, and guld'ance projects.

Also, the State Department of Education units representing career

education and guidance have access to exemplary guidance materials-

produced thrOugh projects in our state. In addition to these sources,

there are many exc&llent materials produced by commercial publisherj,

Whatever the material, source, ,,e1c(t. the (urriculum materials according

to some established standards and procedures.

5
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The Process of Adapting. To adapt materials, an instructor'needs,

to select materials which are close to the primary goal..(s) and

competencies. Select materials which at least match a program goal and

one or more Competencies. Select materials which haveleaining

materials fitting your "style" of teaching. An instructor may find

materials which fit their objectives, but does not want to, use the

learning activities, In that cases they will need to examrne oth er

materials or contact- other sources to identify learning activities which

they want to use.

Materials areindeXed in several ways. Some of these ways are:

By Subject area--e.g., Social studies, science.

By level -- guidance activities by grade levels,"e.g., K-3, 4-6,
7-8, 9-12, college and adult.

By occupational cluster -- career guidance materials.in marketing
and distribution, in manufacturing, in hospitality and recreation,
etc.

By delivery area--classroom, g4idance progros, guidance centers,
community centers.

role;By le role--pr2Aucer role; citizen ole; consumer Pole; learner
role; and personal role.

By guidance content - -e. ,'self - understanding, interpersonal

relations; valuing andAsCsion-making, 'or information processing.

When examining materials. er adaptati'n, it may be necessary tb use

one or more of the categories to help you find materials which specif-

ically
.

meet your needs.

The Process of Creating. Start with go*ls and competencies since

they help define what it is that you need to db:.Once the goals and

competencies are stated, complete each of the foIlowing'steps:

Outline the basic information that the student would learn.
Consult other materials to help organize the information.

Develop or identify learning activities which will help the
student learn or apply a principle or condept.

Develop IF identify performance assessment items which will
indicate hok.., much or what your students have learned.... The key

1;dOncept here'is to ask the question, "What evidence will I
accept that they have learned what I want them to?" Many

competency statements already havetheir awn assessment items.

' Use the checklist b4low as a guide to help develop materials.or
aL:apt others.

1,
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ACTIVITY WRITING CHECKLIST'

What is provided or given?

State.the goals and competencies

Identify rile learner prerequisites

How will/ he students be expected to behave as a result of the activity?

Brainstorm aq.ist of performance indicators

Ficus on.theage, interest and abilities of the students

What are th4 process possibilities?

Exami present methods being used with other goals and
competencies

LApiurL: oLhul ap404pproache unlyqo io area

Are there infusion possibilities?

Identify subject matter concepts.a9d/or skills that this
_activity could introduce, serve as a vehicle or become a
follow-up/losing activity of a

40.

unit.

Identify major activities or processes currently used with
other subject matter concepts that could be modified to serve
as a vehicle for these outcomes.

Are there ways'to make the process meaningful?

Check its potentf:1 for fostering relevancy, reinforcement
distribution, and responsibility taking

Check its potential for personalizing the individual decision
making process

,

Can the materials and resources be secured?

State what is needed

Determine ways of obtaining.

Consider adjustments ,

Determine what can be done with' fast and slow finishers

What alternate procedure r groupings are possible to implement

7
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SELECTED FIRST GRADE ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS.

SELF-UNDERSTANDING
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KEEPING WEL.1,

Sglf -Understanding
Glial A

1,2

Grade 1

Se lf-Understanding
Goat A: Students will'develop and incorporate personal care skills that will

lead to satisfactory physical and mental health.

Competency: Students will describe how they care for their physical health.

Performance Indicator(8): Students are able to: (1) describe preventive
measures they take in caring for their physical health, (2) describe
measures they take in caring for their health when they are ill.

'Activity Objective

Students will describe preventive and curative health
care measures.

Activity

Total Time: one period of 30 miputes
Suggested Subject Matter Area health/physical education
MatePals/Resourcesf mat for a bed, empty boxes, or bottles of medicines, perhaps
Educatoroe Preparat1.W1:prepare mat or a place for a bed, a toy doctors kit.

display variouas,medidines, remedies. Be familiar

with entire activity. A

Directions:

As for volunteers to play in some skits: a sick child in bed and mother/
father gives appropriate remedy for illnes4., a visit to the.doctor who
prescribes medication or other curative measure (avoidstereolypes of
only male foctors and female nurses in these skits-)4 a sick child who
goes to the school nurse, etc. Skits should be qUick and simple and
various ailments should be used. Discus that when we are sick there
are different things we can do to try to'sget..teell. List at least 3
of the measures with the classes' \

Next discuss that there are ways to avoid getting sick. Have the
class list at least five measures of preventive care. It might help

, them to think of things that their parents have said--wear_a coat when
it's cold out, keep clean, etc.

Evaluation: Students are Ole to:

describe 5 preventive health care'measures
describe 3 curative health care measures

(See ivaluation Page for "Keeping Well.")
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ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM

Self- Understanding

rtudenl4; opo Ode to:

Keeping Well

Goal A Graed'l

9
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. . _
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FINGERPRINTS

1.

Self-Understanding
Goal B L.. r

P.I. 1,2,3
'

'Grade' 1

Self-Understanding, .1 ....

Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the
,r uniqueness oe themselves and others. . 4
Competency: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the unique-

.

ness of themselves and others. . r

Performance Indicatorr8): Students are able to identify and describe how others
%-- look and act, and describ how. others differ in appearance and actions.

'

Activity Objective

The students will recognize the uniqueness ciff finger-
prints and relate this to other ways they are
unique in appearance and actions.

Activity

Total Time; one o; two .class Periods. :
Suggested Subject Matter Area: art.'
Materials/Resources: inked stamp pad, drawing paper, crayons
Educator's PreparaNton: be familia; with sequence of steps of the activity

. Dtrections:

.

Tell students to look at their thumbs and fingers for finkerprints% Ask for
some volunteers to describe what they see. Tell thel that we all have
thumbs and we all have fingers.' In this way we are alike.

-

But...everyone's fingerprints are dif ferent. In fact, fingerprints are, '

used for identification. Johnny could change his name or wear a disguise.
We might think he's someone else. Bit he can't change his fingerprints.

We are similar in many ways: hair, eyes, rose, mouth,, arms and legs,
But we are different in many ways, too. We are unique: no two of us
are,gxactly alike. Our families, skills, personalities, and feelings
'make us different.'

Have chilcreen get into groups of four or live. They will take turns
spending one minute telling about something they each can do very well.

v. They can tell-whether it is a Learned skill, how and when they dis-
cOvered it, who helped them learn it, and who else doe's this well.°

' After the students return to their desks or tables, tell them they will
.make a picture showing,the things they do very well (or the topic
chosen above). They will incorporate their fingerprints into .the il-
lustrations and add features', details, and background with Crayons.

13
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Distj-lbut,pieces of drawing paper. Have he childrenthink about how
thmx-duld use the'fingerprint.shapes and 'hich fingers they want inked,
Walk through the group with,a'stamp pad so they, cart get "inked" and
than get star*. )10 sure each parsop's.,ndme is:on,the paper.

When all havle...-F-ttrisilipost the .pictures in a space whi You have
captioned "Something I Do Very Well."

Process this activity by discussing that the pictures show that ways we
took are different (even fingerprints!) and things we do are different.
have name soreone older and soutone younger; describe how
their appearances are different from these person's. .-fillen describe some
things that'these persons do that aTe different from their own ac-
tivities. The supplementary page is away tdsc'arry,over,the idea of
uniquenesS to feelings. This'may be used ,ifter the students have begun

"Ltork on a calendar. You. may choose to begin each` day 4th the student-s
1 face showing how,they feel that morning. **

IEvn Ilia t ion: St tidim Ls slIcel HI re :11)1( itt:
. describe one person older, one younger, and one neer

describe 3:ways that each look and act
:..,idescribe 3 ways that they themselves look and act

.

describe wa s that'they are different from the persons
previously dentified .

(See Evaluation Form for C'Fingerprints.")

L
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Teacher
4

Date(s)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION. FORM
Fingerprints

Coal B Grade 1
Self-Understandi

Students, are able to:

I. Idcnt Hy pin..on old c yoonger .tnd d pi -r

(Ie.:tribe I ways theqc prisons took ond
)I. destribe 3 ways thivy look and net
4. dt-scrihe differences of self and other sons lisrd

Ch'ck () when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if
further (7.()elopmcnt i:;.; needed.

Student Name'.
1 1. Identify 2. Other' 3.ASelf 4. Difference

i
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OUR SURROUNDINAS

Self-Understanding
goal C
P.I. 1

Grade 1

Self-Understanding ,

Goal C: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding- of how they are
able to effectivelymanage themselves and their environment.

Competency: Student's will describe responsibilities they have in their environment.
. .

:Performance Indicator(8): Studtnts are able to describe tieir environment. :

J
Activity ,Objective

Students are able to describe what their environment is

Activity

Total Time: one class period of 15 minutes.
Suggested Subject Matter Arede social studies.
Materials/Resources: if avails e-pictures of'different types of buildings,

neighborhoods, etc.
j fy pictures you choose to use. Be familiar with

a.

Educator's Preparation:Post
entire activity.

.Directions: .st

Begin the discussion by defining for the children what environment means.
Tell them that theenvironqpr is what surrounds us--the buildings (sky -
scraper', ranch house, trailer, etc.), the type of town (huge br small),
and so on. Also the condition of Our surroundings is part of the
environment--happy or.sadlavish or" simple, etc'. If you have posted
pictures, have the children p nt out differences and/or similarities
between the-pictures and thei =wn nvironment. From this cpploarison,
;or from-, discussion of spOtifics about'their own environment, have them

' name some examples of charicteristiO4 of their environment. This.may
vary "widely as they 0°,100 descriptions of their homes and /or other
settings outsidegof school.

Evaluation:, Students are able to:

describe their'environmedt, listing 3 examples

(See Evaluation Eorm for "Our 36rroundings" and.
"Responsibilities.")

1.17
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Self...Understond

RESPONSIBILITIES

Self-Understanding
Coal C
P.I. 2,3
Grade 1

Goal C: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of how they
able to effectively manage themselyes and their environment.

;Competency: Students will describe responsibilities they have in

. their environment. ,

Performance Indicator(s): Students will'EleMble to (2) describe what con-
stitutes a responsibility; (3) identify their responsibilities at home,
'school, and an other setting.

4

Activity Objective

Students will discuss responsibilities and identify
their responsibilities .

Activity
t

dr

Total Time: two or three class periods
Suggested Subjecehratter Area:, social studies,' language arts
Materials/Resources: people to talk, papercrayons
Educator's Preparatipn: contact 3 resource persons to discuss

iibilities, be familiar with entire activity

dor

their respon-
.

are

Directions:

Invite to the class three resource perlons to explain the responsibilities
involved in:

owning a home (1, parent)
owning a two-wheeled bicycle (a ten-year-old)
playing at a friend's house (an eight-year-old)

Arrange with the speakers for the students to be able to ask questions for
clarification. Then have eacti student choose a resource person and a topic.
Then have each Student driw a picture showing a responsibility of that
speaker. Post*the completed drawings unaer,apprbpriate headings on the
bulletin board.

Have the students identify some of the responsibilities they have in various
. Settings. They khould list respuasibilities they have at homey school, and
other settings such as organizieions, church, etc.

After several dais putthe drawingis into a booklet titled Responsibilit,?:es.
Put the booklet on the challc,Adike for spare -time, reading.

19
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Evaeation: Students should be.ableto:

describe responsibility as something one is expected
- or trusted to do
identify two responsibilities

at' home, two at school,
and one at another`*etting

\`,44$ee Evaluation Form for "Our Surroundings" and"

!
Responsibp ties.")

6-
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Dates)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Our Surroundings * * Responsibilities

Self-Understandlei Goal C Grade 1

. Students are able to:

\ 1. describe their environment
2. 'describe responbibility
3. identify 2 responsibilities at home, 2 at school, and 1 at

another setting

Check.N) when the studeneis Ale to accomplish each step. ave blank if

further development is needed.

.

Student Name 1.

.

environment

.

2. responsibilit . identify

1
.

2'

. .
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.
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ACtIfITY IDEAS

Grade: Fiist

Content Area: Self-Understanding

To.heli5 students realize that the food they eat becomes part of
theicpbodies, duplicate a shape of a body, then have them cut
food pictures out of magazines and glue these onto the body
srlape. Then cut the "people" out. Use'this activity with your

nutrit1,on and foods unit. Post these on a bulletin board cap-

tioned You Are What You Eat.

* * *

J

Divide the students into small groups. IncroditcP the concept

of good grooming habits. Students will play charades. One

student at a time dramatizes a good grooming habit while-the
others try to guess what it is. IExamples:

- - washing face

trimming nails
-- taking a'bath

brushihg teeth
- - combing hair

* * *

4 Ask a dentist to give you some old teeth x-rays. Put these

on the overhead projector to show students:

-- fillings
-- cavities
- abscesses

--pot lrkl tr tments
4.

***

0

Ask a dental assistant to come demonstrate tooth brushing and

list foods lich harm teeth.

Use the following poem for the class to dramatize after pre-
senting a tooth brushing demonstration:

Up and down and al1,about
That's the way I brush my teeth.
I brush my gums and the shining fronts
net I reaft4aunderneath.
I rinse my bruirand Nang it
In an airy place to dt3\
And put the cap on the toothpaste tube
At least I always try.

20
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0.1

/of

30'

e,
4,

Then look into tie mirror and grin

STo s w myself how good I've been:

Bring in diff rent community resource persons suchas a doc-
tor, firdman' policeman, dentist, eye doctor, etc. to discuss
safety and odThealth habits. ,- '

*** .1,

Ask a pol4ce officer to come to school to tan to'the students
about,Safty in the home, in the school And.in -tbe community.
Ask this1Tterson .to tell the students what th6I'cin do if they
get lost'. You may also wadt to include ttaffiF Safety signs
and what they mean. Then make a list of eilergency'telephone,
number,. Have the students copy them:dowm. Togethdr decide
what Should/could be said in each kind of emergency. Write
this pp orl a teries of experience charts. Post thdse for ,

several weeks. Let students use crayotr and spare time to
make' illustrations in the margins of tlie.charts.' r

/j ***

Pilaceeimirror in the bottom of a can or box. Label the
_51ontaliter: "This container contains a very speci41 and IA-

, 1

/
portant,,one-041a-kind an a , ease be careful as you re-

-

move'the lid so that it does not escape",

Aaye each student record on a piece of paper his or her height,
weight, hair color and eye color. Then have the class play
a listening game: "All those with brown hair please stand up.
You may, sit down. All Who weigh between 45 and 50 pounds
please stand up" and so on.

***

I

Seat the children in a circle and -read the followinepoei:

1 or
Hello! Who are you? I am me!

That's really what I want to be.
I have a face of, my very own!
IC's like no other.apit' mine alone.
I have arms and lfgs that fit just right.
They are with me daf and night.
It's my two feet that carry me
Wherever I should be.
I know just what makes me be me.
What makes you be you is a mystery......'

Read, the story "The Uglyyuckling". Ask questions about
ways in which people are3alike.and different:

23
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J.

-- Is everyone t,he same size?

-- Does everyone have the same color eyes? hair?
-- Does everyoalike,the same thing?

Disctiss with the students whether they feel different in any
way from other boys and girls in their class. Discuss what
would happen if everyone were the Same. Have students complete
the following sentence: "It is good to be different because.."
or "I leainsd ..." or "I'm gfad I'm me because..." to present
the concepts of individual uniqueness and self-acceptance. Do
this every few weeks.

* * *

Set up a "Self Center" in the classroom where the students can
become, more aware of themselves. Include a mirror and paper
for self portraits, a tape recorder on which they can,record
their voices, a measuring chart.:and a bathroom scale. You
may want to include a stamp pad,for them to finger print them-
selves. Have the students use magnifying glasses to compare
their own and their friends' fingerprints. Later they can
add features to the finger prints to make little characters.

* * *

Have the students draw pictures of the responsibilities they
have at home and school. Share the pictures and discuss
whether they enjoy the task, what happens_ if they do a poor
job and how they feel when they do a good job.

* * *

At the beginning of the year allow the students to help you
create a school helperrchart and rotating system for the
class. Discuss how ea h job is-important,to the class.

22
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SELECTED FIRST GRADE ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS



LISTEN TO Mt

Interpersonal
Relations

Goal A
P. I 1,2,3
Grade 1

Interpersonal. Relations

Goal-A: Students will develop and dnco*orate those listening and speaking
skills which will allow them to communicate in their daily lives.

Competency: Student will'describe t ose methods that enable them to speak so

they can be understood by others.

Performance Indicator(s): Student ill be able to; (IA discuss that there are

ways of "speaking" other tbin t king; (2) describe those preliminary skills'

that are necessary before actua verbalization; (3) describe those speaking

skills that will enable them t be understood by others.

Ac ivity Objective

Student will be able to discuss other ways of
speaking, to describe preliminaryskils before
verbalization and describe speaking skills.

. .

-.......+. *4........
Activity

Total Time: 2 class periods
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Language Arts, Social Studies

- .

Materials/Resources: tape recording machine J6

EducatOr's Preparation: knowledge of how td' work a tape recorder--be familiar

with entire activity A

Directions:

Open with a demonstration of three different ways of speaking: talking, body

language, and sign language. Have children identify what each form of

"speaking" is. Have children demonstrate the different forms while the other
children guess which manner-of "speaking" he is doing.. Then talk about the

skills that are. hecessary before actual talking. Have children demonstrate
these stalls (e.g., raising your hand beforeffalking, waiting for their tu*
to speak, etc.)

The next '1 ss period talk about the correct -speaking skills. Tell the

-hildren ho important it is to speak distinctly at an adequate voice level,

to stay on he subject and not to interFupt. After the discussion show

,tudents atape recorder. Explain how it works and then record each child

reading a sentence. Play the tape back and let children hear how their

voices sound.

The supplementary-pge.may be usedto demonstrate non-verbal communication.
Tell the students, "I want you to feel--." Students have 10 seconds to ex-
press this feeling, and then are told to treeze until another feeling is

chosen.-

27
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Evaluation: Students should be nble to;

discuss three different ways of speaking
describe two prelimirrary,skills that are necessary

before actual verbalization
describe 3 of the 4 speaking skills

(See Evaluation Form for "Listen to Me.")

?5"
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Teacher IS Dotes) ''
i.

r

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Listen To Me

Interpersonal Relations
f''

Students are able to:
1. discuss three different ways of speaking
2. ,escribe 2 preliminary skills that are necessary before actual

verbalizion
3. describe 3 of the 4 speaking skills

(speak distinctly, speak with adequate voice level ,

respond appropriately, contribut to topic at hand)
.0.

Check (I) when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank ife---
further development is needed.

.

Goal; A Grade 1

A.

Student Name - 1. "speaking"

.

.

2. skills

.

3.describe

1

2

3 )

4

5
.

.

6

7-
"--

8

9 III

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 e

18
.

.

19 .

20

28 3°
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Interpersonal Relations
Goat 13: Students will develop and incorporate skills that encourage and enhance

relationships with their` families.
Competency: Students will describe the roles of each family4Member.

PerformanceJndicator(s): Students will be able o (1) describe the meaning of

'role (2) describe different roles that other ly members have (3) describe

the roles that they'have in their famtly li

k

#,

PAMILY ROLES

Interpersonal
Relations

GOal B
P.I. 1,2,3
Grade 1

. . -, .... 15......
Activity Objective

Students will discuss gamily roles and identify
differeilt.roles they and-Other family'mem-

bers have.

Activity

Total 7qm: two or three class periods.
Suggested Subject, Mdtter Area: Social.Studies.

.
Materials/Resources: copy of resource page for each student, drawing paper, crayons

Educator's Preparation: duplicate copy of the resource page, be famIliar with

entire activity.

Directions:

Send a copy of-the resource page home with each child, asking pats to share and

return with the child the necessary information.

'When all forms have been returned, explain to the children that they have been

listing roles. 'Discuss the concept of role with them and that a person has

a role when it is's part or a job taken on by that person.

Have a share tins for each child to tell one work role foy each member of

his/her family:-

Then have the-clilldren share some roles tht they have in theit family.

Have the childreil draw pictures-of.family members involved in a work role.

Post these when completed.

r

'
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Evdluutkun:

taken
describ

family

describe

Stpdents.should be able to:

pc-41. 4's 4 paft or tmlizt..i0q

by a person

wo different roles for each member of their

two roles that they have in their family life

(See Evaluation Form for "Family Roles.")
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Dear Parent:Parent:,

Kesource rage tor
Family Roles

4
We are involved in a Career Guidance Activity at school to help your

child become more aware pi the work roles that each of his or her family
member has. Please, provide the information on the form below and return
it, 6o that your child can participate in this activity.

.1
Thank you,

Father's Name Occupation

1. Mother's Name Occupation

List each peEson in your family and some of the jobs and responsibilities each
has at home.

Father

Mother

4

33,
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-Teacher
Dates)

.
ACTIVITY EVALUATION, FORM

Interpersonal Relations

Students are able to:

family Roles

Goal B Grade 1
a

1. describe role in this context as a part or function taken on

by a person

2. describe two different roles for each member of their family

3. describe two roles that they have in their family life

Check 6 when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

further development is needed.

Student Name 1. describe 2. family maisheL.$ 3. their

1
. .

_'

2a
.

.

_
,

3

4

5
,

6 i

7

8

,

9

1,

10
) .

11

12
,

c__-------

13

14,

15

16

17

18

19

,.-

._ --

20
-

34
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Interpersonal Relations
Goa/ C: Students will develop and incorporate the ability to maintain effective

relationships with peers and adults.

Competency: students will describe characteristics they like in a friend and be

-aware of their personality characteristics that make up friendship qualities.

Performance Indicator(s): Students will be Able to (1) describe what they feel

a friend is (2) describe characteristics they like in a friend (3) describe

characteristics in themselves that can help thqp-ao be a friend.

WARM FUZZILS

Interpersonal
Relations

Coal C
P.I. '1,2,3
Grade 1

Activity Objective

Students will discuss some characteristics that
help them make and be a good friend.

- Activity

Total Time: One session at beginning of day And one at the end
Sug'ested Subject Matter Area: Language Arts, Social Studies
f!aterials/Eesources: scissors, crayons, pencil for each student

Educator's Preparation: be familiar with entire activity, duplicate for

each student a copof the resource page.

msc

Directions:

The students draw names from a hat. The name each student draws becomes his, or

her secret pal for the day. Students are not to reveal their secret pals

until the end of the day. During the day students are to do something nice

or special for their secret pals. They must do these things in such a way

that their secret pals do not know who their benefactors are. Listen fnr

the students who complain that they do not like their secret pals. Ad-

mittedly, we don't like all the people in the world. But those feelings

may disappear as we begin to look for their good points. Use this opportunity

to explaft the concept of first impressions.

Talk about things secret pals can do for one another:
include one another in games
draw pictures for each other
make things for each other
write pleasant notes for each other
help one anothei-
say pleasant things to each other
give sincere praise
give needed encouragement

During the day you might want to mention things you see secret pals doing for
one another. This will help children remeMloer that the activity is still
under way. Your comments will also help to reinforce students' positive
actions toward each other. 4

35
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At the en4 of the day process the activity. Assemble the students in a
large circle. Let each student reveal the name of his or her secret pal,
and tell a couple of nice things he or she-did for that person.

Then tell the students that these nice things make us feel good. Have you
ever stroked a eat? He likes it. It makes him feel good. He'll relax,
lie dotii,curl up, and purr. That's how we react when we get good strokes.

'These strokes feel good and make us feel .warm. These good strokes are
called warm fuzzies. Let's remember how good it feels to get and to give
warm fuzzies.

Discuss how warm fuzzies can make a friend feel. Show how these fuzzieg
can help them be a good friend. Describe ways they would like their friends
to act towards them.

Distribute copies of the resource page. Call attention to the two categorle.,:
Warm Fuzzies 1 Gave
Warm Fuzzies I Got

Ask students to draw one or two pictures it) each space. 'They will -out out
the cat shape. Post these cat shapes on the empty wall space which you have
captioned "Warm Fuzzies." Encourage students to look at these in their
spare time.

Evaluation: Students Should be able to:

describe what a friend is in their own language
describe two characteristics they like in a friend
describe two characteristics in.themselves that help

them to be a friend

(See Evaluation Form for "Warm Fuzzies.")

34 36
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( Teacher Date(a)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Warm Fuzzies

Goal CInterpersonal Relations

-Students are able to:

Grade 1

1. describe what a friend is in their own language
2. describe two characteristics they like in a friend
3. describe two characteristics in themselves tha1 help them to

be a friend

Check () when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if
further development is needed.

Student Nnme J. friend 2. they like 3_ thrmaplvem'

1

2

3

4 '

5 .

6

7
0/--

8

91.

10

li

12
.

13

.

. .

14
.

15

16 i

17

.18

19

20
1

-4
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WHAT I DO MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Interpersonal
Relations

Goal D
P.I. 1,2,3
Grade 1

Interpersonal Relations
Goal D: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of reciprocal

behavior and how actions have effects on others.
Competency: Students will recognize that they affect things and others

around them.

Performance Indicator(s): _Students are able to (1) describe how a person can
affect someone else, (2) describe how they affect things around them,
(3) describe how they affect other persons that they know:

I
Activity Objective

Students,will discuss how they can affect people
and things around them.

Activity

Total Time: one class period
Suggested Subject Matter Area: language, social studies
Materials/Resources: 3 colors of yarn, crayons, drawing paper
Educator's Preparation: cut yarn into 24inch lengths and tie ends together

to make necklaces for each student (equal number of each color); be
familiar with seating arrangement necessary for this activity

Directions:

The class will form the "macic circle" (see resource page) as follows:
place the students wearing one color (1/3 of the class) to form a small
circle. Place the studIS wearing the other 2 colors to form a larger
circle outside the first (making 2 concentric circles).

Remind students that we all have the power to do and say things. What we e
do and say can affect (or change) things and people. 1.

Ask the third of the class in the inner circle to tell how they use their

ri
power ip the classroom setting. Fox' example, to affect (change) thing ,

they can: open the window, pick up the paper, pull the shade, turn'o f
the heat, straighten the books, or wipe/off their feet. To affect ,4
people, they can: speak, write notes, yell, posh, express anger, be k

dirty, or remain silent.
.J

4.

The next third.of the class moving to the inner circle will tell how
they use their power to affect (change) people and things in their home.

With the remaining third in the inner circle, the task will be to tell how
they use their power in the neighborhood to affect (change) people and things.

Process the activity by having students draw and color a picture of a time
when they used their power and it changed someone or something at home,
at school, or in the neighborhood.

39
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Evaluation: Students should be able to:

define affect as influence, cause some change to occur
describe one way a person can affect someone else
describe 2 ways they affect things
describe 2 was they affect other people

(See Evaluation Form for "What I Do Makes A Difference.")

38
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MAGIC CIRCLE

You will need 3 colors of yatn made into necklaces.

Kesource cage tor
What I Do Makes
A Difference

The "magic circle" is really 2 concentric circles. One-+third of the class

is in the ittner circle talking and listening to each other. The remaining
two-thirds of the students are in the outer circle observing. Groups trade

places until all three groups have been in.the inner circles There is an

advantage to this arrangement: the students are seated closer together
than in a single circle; thus, they can sec and hear better, as well as

feel more involved.

A time saver to help you divide the whole, class quickly is to use 3, colors

of yarn--red, yellow, blue. Cut all colors into 24-inch lengths. Tie

both ends of each piece together to make a yarn "necklace." If you have

30 students, prepare 10,red, 10-blue, and 10 yellow necklaces. To set up

random small groups or teams, put all 30 necklace's into a hdt, and have'-

each student draw,a .oklace from the hat and wear it. Everyone can see at

a glance who goes where.
.44

Put the students withsred necklaces in the inner circle. Put those blue

and yellow in the outer circle. Change places in the circle so that every-

one has,a chance to participate.

41
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'Date (d
.,.

ACTIVITrIVALUAK FORM
: , , ...4. r

What Do
4
Maite '" ence

Interpersonal, Relatiott,
.

Grade 1

tUdents are able.toi

1. define affect aivinfluencev cause snnie change to occur
2. describe 1 way a person can affect someone else
3. -tell 2 ways they affect thinyb

.4. te11,2 ways ihey,,affect Other people

4V

Check .(i) when the student is able to accomplish each step. -Leave blank it

further development is needed.

15

Student Name 1. define 2. describe 3. things 4.1-mm:de

1

.

N
AP

2

3
. ,

.
.

4
.

. ,

.6
...

(

7

.2

.4;

.
.

8

.

10

.

.

. .

°

12
-.

13

.

.

.
.

.

14

_

.

1

.

.

15 _...

.

. .

.
. .

_,6

17 .

18

,..

,

.

4

. .

m..)9

20
a

.

v
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ACTIVITYIDEAS

Grade: First

Cbntent Area: Interpersonal Relations

Tnik nbobt the beauty oi\mch person's voice and that no two
people have the same. voice. Explain that you are going to
invite 5 children to the hiding place and that you will signal
to'one of them to echo each line of a poem which you will read.
The others are to listen and try to guess who the echo is. The

student who. guesses gets to replace the echo.

* * *

Prepare ahead me time tape recordings of persons who talk too
fast, too slow, at the right speed, too loudly, too softly,
at an appropriate voice level, when others are talking, when
it is their turn to speak,etc. Use this as a means of discus-
sing speaking manners in different sitations and settings.

***
141

Have students mhke a bulletin board display of jobs done in
the home. The students will decide if the job is generally
done by Mother, Father, children or by everyone. After discus-
sion, label each picture with the names of the family, members
who'usually do each job. Develop the idea that sometimes jobs
require specif1c skills: to drive the children to school re-
quires the skill of driving, which first-grade children do not
have. Namek.jobs that can be done by everyone in the Aridly.
Explain that these jobs require skills that nearly everyone -
except the baby - has.

***

Introduce students to the concept of variations in the nuclear
family: the two-parent family, and the one-parent family. Post

a piece of newsprint for each of these two family types. Ask

students to use magazine pictures or their own illustrations to
paste examples on the appropriate chart. ,Be s itive to any

students who seem not to fit into these categories for exam-

ple,'a child who lives with an adult sibling or a r tive.

Explaitil that the adult is acting in the role of the p ent -

doing the work of a parent - to care for that child.

* * *
I

Caption a bulletin board Good Friend of the Wedk, featuring a
student in the class. Place a self-portrait or snapshot in
the middle of the board and positive statement captions all

cl around the picture. Do this for the whole class.

a

* * *

43
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Ask students what they think of when they hear the word "share".
Lead them to think of advantagesj sharing as well as the

.

difficulties. Ask:

-- Why do people share things?

- - How do you feel when you have something to share?
-- What things are easy to share?

Are theA times when it isn't easy to shaw?

* * *

Dramatize behaviors of a selfish and an unselfish perwi. Ask
students to tell how these kinds of behaviorS'affect
Remind them that our behaviors influence the way people act
toward us.

* * *

Kith the elp of students make a'list describing what a good
sport is or does. Discuss the effects on others of a person's
cheating or "poor loseelehavior.

110

* * *

Read aloud Joan Walsh AnAnd's book A Friend is Someone Who
Likes You. Give each student a piece of drawin4 paper on
which you have written.PA friend is someone Have
them each draw a picture which illustrates an ending to that
mvntence. Then arrange them in small groups (sharing circles)
to explain their pictures to one another.

***

Help students'put together_a-bOOklet (or a bulletin board
display) entiqed / 04m -MakV a Difference. Let each page
represent a waythat they influence their worle(e.g., I Can
Move Things, 1 Can Make People Happy, I Can Help Others, etc.).

42
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SELECTED FIRST GRADE ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS

"EXPRESSING IDEAS
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GOOD. AND BAD

Expressing Ideas
Goal A
P.I.1,2,
Grade 1

Expressing Ideas
Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of various

methods of expression in their daily lives.
Competency: Sf.udents will describe different ways they express their own

feelings.
Performance Indicator(s): Students will be able to: (1) describe feelings they

. have had recently; (2) describe how they have expressed their feelings;
(3) deicribe' how others reacted to the ways,they expressed their feelings.

40

Activity Objective

Students will be able to describe and express
feelings and describe how others reacted to
the ways they expressed their feelings.

Total Time: two class periods
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Social Studies
Materials /Resources: one sheet of drawing parer for each child, copy of resource page
Educator's Preparation: be familiar with entire activity

Activity

Directions:

Have the children tell about some feelings they have had recently." Have some
students demonstrate how they expressed those feelings. Have various chil-
dren role-play situations such as: (1) your parents just bought you a new
bike; (2) your brother hitou; (3) your best friend is sick, etc.

The next day dfscuss with the children that others are affected by their
feelings. Dave the children form a circle and allow each to tell how he
might be able to make another child in the group feel good. Then as a group,
let the children share actions that would make the other children feel bad.
After this have the children return to their seats and tell them to draw a
picture of themself and a friend. Tell them to think of something they could
say to the person to make him/her feel good. (See resource page)

Use the supplementary pOe "Tracking a Feeling" to further explain ex-

-.

P pression of feelings.

Evaluation: Students should be able to:
describe 3 feelings they Have h a during the...past week

describe how they expressed thos feelings
using examples from #1 and #2, describe how others

reacted to the ways they expressed their feelings

(See Evaluation Form for."Good and Bad.")
V
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Titacher

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Good a nd Bad

Date(s)

Expressing Ideas

Students are able to:

Goal A Grade 1

1. describe 3 feelings they have 1114 during the past week
2. describe how they exprespelLthose-feelings
3. using examples-frat-fland #2, describe how others reacted to the

ways they expressed their feelings

1

Check (V) when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

farther development is needed.

Student Name 1..- describe 2. express 3. react

1

/
,-

,

2 .

3
.

.

4 - _

5
.

6

.

A

.

8

_

9 .

.

10

11

/

12
.

13

(

. .

.

14 .

15

16

17

18

19

20

7



SATURDAY FUN MACHINE

Expressing Ideas
Goal 13

P.I. 1,2,3

Grade 1

Expressing ideas
Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate skill in assertively and
appropriately expressing themselves in their daily lives.

Competency: Students 'will recognize that the, way they feel about something may
be the same or different from how others feel.

Performance indicator(s): (1) Describe how they feel about a specific topic;

(2) identify other persons who feel the same way.they do; (3) identify other
persons who feel differently than they do.

14

Activt?p,-Objective

Students will be able to describe how they feel
about a specific topic and identify other
persons who feel the same or differently
than they do.

, er. AMY /111.

Activity

Total Time: two class periods
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Language Arts
Materials/Resources: one sheet of drawing paper for each child
Lducator's Preparation: one sheet of drawing paper for each child. Be familiar

with entire activity.

Directions:

Begin the class period with a discussion on the students' feelings about

leisure activities. Have each child tell what they like to do best during

their leisure time and why. Let the class discuss each student's choice as

to whether they would enjoy it or not and the reason why. Explain to the

class that people can have different feelings about activities as the
student, or the same feelings. Explain how everyone has different interests.

In the, next class period distribute a piece of drawing paper to each child.

Tell them that they are going to draw their own picture of A Saturday Fun

Machine. The Machine will include their favorite things to ao on Saturday.

.
Then arrange students in small groups (sharing circles) where they will
take turns explaining their Fun-Machines to one another.

Evaluation: Students should be able to:
choose a specific topic and indicate how they feel

about it
identify 2 other persons who feel the same way they do
identify 2 other persons who feeL differently than

they do

(See Evaluation Form for "Saturday Fun Machine.")

51
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Teacher Date (e)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM.
Saturday run Machine

Expressing Ideas Coal B Gsade 1

Students are able to:

1. Chooge a specific tonic and indicate how they feel about,it
2. Identify two other persons who feel dhe same way they do
3. Identify two other nersons who fee)-differently than they do.

Check () when the student is able t9 accorvlish each step. Leave blank if

further development is needed

,

Student Name
t

1. describaw 2. same 1. different-1y

1

2 .

e---

3

. . .

4. r
.

5

7

. -

.

mf'

8 , .

. -

9

,
.

10

.
.

14

12 . .

13. r

14

p

15

16

_
.

17

18
. .

19

41'

20

52
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ACTIVITY IDEAS

Grade: First

Content: Expressing Ideas

Explain that all people have feelings; mothers, fatherse

teachers and kids. Ask for volunteers to draw and cxnlain
{situations where they felt angry, sad, frightened and happy.

You may want to focus on anger.a btt. Summarize by saying that

of these feelings, anger is probably the most scary be-

catAe it can be so "strong" (intense). Foster a classroom

climate of acceptance of their own feelings and the feelings

of others.

* * *

Arrange students. in small groups to take turns telling about

"things" which used to frighten them. Then have them draw

pictures and place them on a bulletin board captioned, "I'm Not

Afraid Anymore".

* * *

Find picturesof faces showing different emotions. Ask for

volunteers to describe feelings they see being expzessed.

Have students try to communicate the same feelings without

talking.

* * *

Dramatize being lost in town and in A store. Before acting

this out ask the following questions:

-- What is the first thing'you would do if you could

not find your way home (or could not find your

parent in a store)?
-- Should you accept a ride with a stranger?

-- Who do you think you should go to for help?

Then have one student act as a police officer and one child

act as a lost child. Then role illay a store scene.

* * *

Prepare a hand-out sheet with paired objects ((e.g., ice

cream cone and candy bar, book and swing, apple and orange,

etc.). Distribute to tht children and ask them to circle

their answers to what would you like best for dessert - an

ice cream cone or a candy bar; what would they 14e to do

best during free time - read a book or swing; and so on.

53
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When the students have finished the questionnaires, pair them
with each other to see if they marked the same or differently.'
Then re-match them again. Discuss how it is okay to have
different feelings-and opinions about things.

(
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SELECTED FIRST GRADE ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS

GATHERING Am PROCESSING INFORMATION
0,



SPIN THE BOTTLE

Gathering and
Processing Info'

Goal A
P.I. 1,2,3
Grade 1

Gathering and Processing Information

Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the interactive

effects of life styles, life roles, settings and events.
Competency: Students will describe their daily activities at schdol.

Performance Indicator(s): Students are able to
themselves4r others at school each day; (2)

at school; (3) describe activities at school
those' they do inma grpup:

416

(1) describe things they do to help
describe activities they enjoy
that' thsv$10 by themselves rand

'.oiV14., A

11wa 411011.-.....
Actt ity Objective

Students will be ab e to describe their daily
activities at school whether by themselves
or in a group.

Activity

Total Time: one class period
Suggested Subject Matter,Area: Language Arts, Social Studiei

Materials/Resources: an empty soda bottle
Educator's Preparation: be familiar with entire activity

S

Directions:

Arrange the class in a_large circle. This is a variation of Spin the Bottle.

The children take turns spinning the bottle. The person to whom the neck of

the bottle points names a task he or she performs at school and whether he

or she does it alone or in a group. The person to whom the bottle bottom

points states why the task is done, choosing 'someone to help ii the reason

eludes him nr her. .

Evaluation: Students should be able to:

describe one chore or thing they do, to help at School

each day
describe -2 activities they enjoy at,. school
duecribc 1 activity that they do in a group

(See Evaluation Form for "Spin ")
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char \\,t Date")

-ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Spin'the Bottle

\,;athe Ahd processing Information Goal A

.

Students are able to

Grade 1

104
f. describe one chore or thing they do to help at school eaet day°
2. describe 2 activities they enjoy at school
3. describe 1 activity at school that they do by themselves and

1 ictiiiity.that:they do in a group

....100Check N) when the student is able to aceomptish each step. Leave4olaneif
fkreher development is needed.

Student Name I1. help 2. activities

i
1. arhnnt

2

3 4

4

0 5

6

. 7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1

18 41

;9 t t-

e

20
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LEARNING IN S .'OL

Gathering and Processing Information
Goal 13: Studentsoidlidevelop and incorporate the ability to compile and

Integrate information for yse in their lives.
Competency: Students will describe those things they learn at school.

Performance Indiodtor(s}: StulliFs will be able to: (1) describe what con-
stitutes learning; (2) discu ow they learn at school; and, (3) identify
those things they have learned so far.

e

Gathering and
Processing Info

Goal B

1,2,3
Grade 1

perve.....
Activity Objective

Students.will'identify learning that has taken place
-eo far at school and be aware of some other things
that will'be learned.

ii

Activity

Total Time: one class period
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Social' Studies, Language Awe
Materials /Resources: drawing paper, crayons,_ pencils, felt -traed markers-

. Educator's nvparatiOn:'be familiar with entire activity

rections:

Make arrangements for older students 6 come tR speak to each of your groups on
the kinds of things that they are learning in school. Assign two from dif-
ferent grade levels to each group. Have them,wear large cutout numerals
showing their, grade levels. Ask them to wear what they normally wear to

tis.
"work" and to bring a couple of the text and workbooks for them to use.
Introdu e the Activity.by saying that we are always learning: at home, at
achoo ant at play. Tell your students to find out all they Can about the
learn ng that takes place at school. Have the resasirce persons (older,
students) talk on thetopie.and answer questions:

After ten Minutes or so, have each of your students draw and color a
picture of learning that occurs in school. Ask the older studen to

write each youngei: student's eiipt.ion on his or her pifture.

Then have the students post their drawings on a display space captioned
"Leaenini In School" or something similar.

Evaluation: Students should be,oble to:

describe learning
discuss two ways they leirn at achool
-identify two things they have learned so far at school

(See,Evaluation Form for "Learni*g in School.")

14111Nk4,459
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Teacher Date(e)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION. FORM
Ledrning In School ,

Gathering and Processing Information Goal B

Students are able to:

1. describe lehning
2. discuss two ways they learn at school
3. identifyo things they have learned so far at school

Grade 1

Check () NikbaA the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

,further development is needed.
.

Student Name .

\

1. learning

.

2. ways 3. identify

1

2

'3

4,
,

S

6 .

7
.

.

.

,

.

'8

,

9

10 .,

11
,

1.

12

13
.

,
...

.

14 ,

4

15
lli

. "

16
.

17

.
. .

18
. I

19

.

i

a

.

..

a

20

60
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WHO DOES WHAT?

Al ,

Gathering and Processing Information
*Goill'e: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of stereotypes

and the effects of information on stereotypes.'
Competency: Students will distinguish which activities in their environment

are done by certain people..

PerPlimance Indicator(s): (1) Identify various activities in their environment;
(2) identify who does those activities; (3) describe any noticeable charac-
teristics and correlations of [he persons doing tbe activities.

%
Activity Objective

Students will be able to1identify Various activities
in their environment and who does them and describe
any characteristics of the persons doing the ac-
tivities.

.Gathering and
Processing Info

'Goal C
P.I.
Grade 1

Activi.ty

Total Time: one class period
r

Suggested Subject Matter Area: Social Studies
Materials/Resources: run off and laminate a copy of resource pige
Educator's Preparation: laminate and cut out resource page

(Cbuld use pictures instead of words.)

Directions:

Begin'class period with a discussiOn ::5f some activities found in their.world,

i.e., teacher, doctor, waitress, etc. After students have verbalized ac-
tivities then ask the names of the people they know that do the activities

they mentioned. Tell the students to.think carefully about the people and

'their activities. Ask, "Is there anything that people doing a4 activity have

in common?" For an example, remind them about teaching and the people they

identified as teachers. Ask them if they noticed that most teachers are .

women. Another example.would be that most football players are usually big.

Let the children then tell ,any other characteristics they noticed between

people and their activities.

417 children have given out other.examples, get the children inv small
groups. Distribute the matching occupation game to each groUp and let
them match un the people to their object. There are alsd supplementary pages

to use as reinforcement activities.

Evaluation: Students will be able to:

identify 2 activities itheir environment
identify who does those acuities descrihed
describe any noticeable characteristics and cor-

relation
)

of the peons

(See Evaluation Form for "Who Does What?")
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A 11,

(Either words or pictures)
. .

Painter
Brush

if

Fireman
Hydrant

Hose

Cowboy
Lariat

Waitress

iver

MN

. Resource Page for

ilman

Who Does What?

Mail

r

it I

Whistle
Policeman

1

1

' Cake
Baker

4

Tray

Jockey

t

1

I

i
I

Horse

Alin

,

Fishes
..

1

1 Ballet
Dancer 1 shoes

1

1

1

Farmer
Trac for

58
62
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Mil)knan

Milk
carton

.

.
it.

r
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S211001
Cook

A Cook works m -1-i-)

f
My 1 (Igor te meal is.. ..

Cooks
of our

School
are 1

Ask about a
Cool6 work
Make a job Iisf



0

CD

0 Ask abou+ a .
Janitor's work.

so

0

\. ?,job list.

FRuRoNoAmc

Maki

c_

0

Sei001
Jootor

.11

0

65

1st

The Janitor (s)
of our School
is Core):

61

This is-
work saw
Jant.or do.
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\..._ Wr -1-e the Phncipoli name here



Write-- the
Superinfenden
name here.



Sii001
,Coun5e/or

Now wou Id you ill<e,
a Counselor to he-I0

YOU?

-/-

The Coo selor Cs
at our 5ckool t5 Core):

c ,

Ask about 0
Counselor's Work .

t\Iol a job lis+ .

66
70







. Teacher Date(s)

et/ ACTIVITY. EVALUATION FORM
Who Does What?

Gathering and Processinglnformation Goal C Griae 1

Students are able to:

011

1. identify 2-activities in their enwironment
.-

2. identify who does these activitiesJescribed in #1
3. describe any noticeable characteristics and correlations of

the,pensons identified,in #2

Check () wh en the student is able to accomplish each step. 'Leave blank if
further development is needed.

p
Student Name 1,_. tketivf;iea 2. Identify 3. Characteristics

1 .

2

3 . .

,

4 -

.

5

6 ,-
-.....

8 .

.
.

.

9,

.

.

-
10

.

.

.-

11 '
.

12

.

.
.

.

,
.

.

13 .

.

.

14 .

t .

15
.

I

16 4 ,

'le

r,

17

18
7,

.

.

4-0,'

. .

. 19

.. .

20 P

73

69
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ACTIVITY IDEAS

Grade: First .

Content: Gathering and Processing Information,

Introduce the word schedule to the students and discuss its
.1.. meaning. Using five large sheets of paper, guide the students

in ,organizing a simplified schedule, for, the class for each

'school.day. Post.the appropriate schedule for eachday.

* * *

Help students to brainstorm things that they learn at school.
Remember tolinctude things learned during recess and at acti-
vities before or after school. Guide students in being speci-
fic, detailed,-4nd to generate as many ideas as possible.
Then allow students to role play a/few of the learning situa-
tions. Be sure to provide "props" foi'role playing as they
make the experience much more fun.

* * *

Have students play theAgame I Have a Need to relate occu-
pations to the needs o dociety. One student is "IT". This

. person says, "I have a need to take piano lessons. Whom

shall I see, Marvin?" And then Matvin names a Irorker whom
"IT" might see; in this case, a piano teacher. If Marvin

cannot answer he may choose someone else to guess. The

educator will need to monitor and adapt this game,-as it is
not self-correct g. .-

r * * *

Invite a variety of resdurapersons from the community to
discuss what they do, how it affects the students' lives,
what characteristics and interests' they need foi their job,

and what training they needed.

.19
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RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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FAMILIES OF THE WORLD

sit

Rights and
RespOnsibilities
Goal A _

P.I. 1,2,3
Grade 1

Rights and 4esponeibilities
Goat A: (Individual) Students will develop and incOrporateian understanding

of the rights and.responsibilities of family members.

Qampetency: Students will recognize that there are families around the world.

Performance'Indicator(s): (1) Recognize the names of 2 other countries; (2) rec-

ognize that there are faiines living in the countries described in #1;

(3) 'clidcuss two'ways families in other countries are similar to their family.

A

Activity Objective

Students will.be able to recognize that there

' are families in other countries and discuss

the ways these families are similar to their

own.

tt Activity

Total Time: two class periods
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Social Studies, Language Arts

Materials/Resources: National Geographic' Magazines, globe, glue, construction paper,

Educator's PreparatioA: be'famigar with entire activity scissors

Directions:

Introduce the activity by showing the class a globe of the world. Point out

what the colors stand for, and show the students where the United States is

located. Ask the children for the names of some other countries. Point out

. where these countries are located on the globe in relation tothe United

States.

Use the countries specifically, and then generalize to all countries the

idea that there are families in all countries. Discuss what makes up a

family. Then ask if other countries have families too. After children

talk about the idea of families 411 over the world then discuss how fam-

ilies in other countries are similar to their family, i.e., people who, care

about each other, at least one adult and another person.

In the next clIss period make sure each student has glue and scissors.

Tell the class that they are going to make a Families of The World scrap-

book for their class. Pass out the magazines and let children cut out

pictures of families from other countries and glue them on construction

° paper when they ate finished. Put the pages together and share with the

class.

77 C.
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Evaluation: Students are able to

recognize the names of two other countries
recognize that there are families living in

the countries
discuss 2 ways familie6 in other* countries are
similar to their family

(See Evaluation Form for "Families Of The Woild.")

4
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Teacher Date(s)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Families Of The World

Rights and Responsibilities Goal A Grade

.Students are able to:

1. recognize the names of two other countries
2. recognize that 'there are families living in the countries
3. discuss 2 ways families in other countries are similar to Iheir family

-
Check (I) when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

further development is needed.

Student Name 1. countries 2. families 3. similar

1

.2

3
.

4

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14 ,

.

15

16

17 ._

18 .

,

19

20

79-
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LEARNING: HOME AND SCHOOL
1

Rights and
Responsibilities
Goal B

P. 1.1,2,3
Grade 1

Rights and Responsibilities
Goal B: (Learner) Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of

the rights and responsibilities of the learner.

Competency: Students will recognize that learning occurs at all ages.

Performance Indicator(s): Students will be able to (1) describe things they have
learned in the past; (2) describe things they'are presently learning;
(3) describe things they will learn in the future.

Activity Objective

Students will describe things they have learned,
are learning, and will learn.

Activity

Total Time: one class period
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Social Studies

Materials/Resources: drawing paper, crayons

Educator's Preparation: be familiar with entire activity

Directions:

'Discussion is held on "learning" at'home slid school. Students completed
these sentences by writingwwith teacher's help:

last year in Kindergarten I . . .

But now that I'm in first grade . .

This summer I want to learn to . . .

Discussion is held stressing the point that learning new things is part of
growing up. Point out to students that they should put down things they
learn in school, as well as things they learn other places. Have them

discuss what they wrote down. They can elaborate on. this by.adding
things they learned before they started school (how to walk, eat with
a spoon, etc.)

At the close of the discussion, let students draw pictures of various
things they have learned.

I
81



Evaluation: Students should be able to:
describe 4 things babies and preschoolers learn
describe 3 things they are presently learning
describe 2 things older children or teenagers learn
describe 1 thing that adults learn,

(See Evaluation Form for °Learning: Hpme and School.")

82 1
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Teacher

/r
Date (e)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM

,
Learning: Home and School

Rights-and Responsibilities Goal B Grade 1

Students are able to:

1. describe 4 things babiei and preschoole ( s learn

2. describe 3 things they are presently learning

3. describe 2 things older children or teenagers learn

4. describe 1 thing that adults learn

OD

Chrek () when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

further development is needed.

Student Name 1. Babies. 2. Present

S

3. Teenagers 4. Adults

1

2

.

3
.

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13

. ,

_14

"'IS

_....7

4

16

17

18

19
,

.

20

83
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Rights and
Responsibilities

COMMUNITY, STATE, COUNTRY
Coal C
P.I. 1,2,3
Grade 1

Rights and. Responsibilities
Goal C: (Citizen) Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of

the rights and responsibilities of the citizen.

Competency: Students will recognize the town, state, and country in which

they reside.
Performance Indicator(e): Students are able to: recognize the name of the

(1) community, (2) state, and (3) country in which they reside.

Activity Objective

Students are able to recognize their own,com-
munity, state, and country (given a choice of
three towns, three states, and three countries
from which to choose).

Activity

Total Time: one class period of 20-25 minutes
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Social Studies
Materials /Resources: map of the United States with outline of the states, chalkboard

0 Educator's Preparation: have map of the U.S. on diiplay and ready for the dis-

cussion; if desired draw outline of the U.S. on chalkboard as described below.

Be familiar with entire activity.

Directions: 4

Tell she children that to learn more about our town, state, and country

wt will compare it to our school. Explain that it is somewhat like this:

your desk is part of the classroom; the classroom is a part of the school.

Likewise a town is part of a state; a state is part of the country.

Refer to the U.S. map and show how the state is part of the country and

talk about the difference insize, location, etc. Then point to the dot

that represents the city where you are and compare the size and location

of that to the state. If necessary, once again discuss the comparison to

the degk, classroom, and school. You may want to draw on the chalkboard a

rough sketch of the U.S. and draw in the boundary of your state only;

then make a dot to represent the location of your town. ON might help
the students to zero in on the location and concept of size and proportion

of the state and city, rather than be confused by so many other boundaries

and geographical features of a large map.

Tell them the name of your city, state, and the country. You may find it

f' to have the children repeat this after you a few times. Then name

three cities (including your own) and choose a volunteer to sel t which

is the city in which the class resides. Follow the same process the

state and the country. For variation, do 'this several times ands change

the cother'..wo choices in each group if the children have learned quickly

is.

and enjoy the further challenge.

85
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Evaluation: Students should be able to:

recognize the name of the town in which they reside
recogniaalfthe name of the state in which they reside
recognize the name of the country in which they reside

(See Evaluation Form for "Community, State; Country.")
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Teacher Date(a)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Community, State, Country

Coal C Grade -1Rights and Responsibilities

':tudcnt:1 or able tot.

'1. recognize the name of the c unity in which they reside
2. recognize the name of the ate in which they reside
3. recognize the name of the ountry in which they reside

Check ( ) when the'student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

further development is needed.

Student game 1. community 2. 'state 3. c2antr_

.

1

2

.
.

.

3

4

6

8
.

.

10

.

/

11

12

13

14

'15
...

1,

,

17 .

.

18 -

.

19

.

20

87



MONEY HERE' AND THERE

Rights and I'
Responsibilities
Goal D
P.I. 1

Grade 1

Rights and`Responsibilities .

(Consumer, Studentswill develop and incorporate an understanding of
the'rights and responsibilities of the consumer.

Competency: Students will understand why people use money in our
economic system, 1

Performance Indicator(s): Students are able to- discuss that there are'different
kinds of money.

Activity Objective

Students will discuss the types of U. S. currency
and recognize that other countries use dif-
fe.rent currencies.

Activity

Total Time: one class period of 15 -20 minutes .

Suggested Subject Matter: math
Materials/Resourdes: if available, currency from other countries and pictures of ,currency

Educator's Preparation: disp,ay of currency from the U.S. and other countries
(if available).

` Directions:
`"!.,

After the class has been exposed to-the concept of different kinds of cur
rency in the U.S. and can recognize some of these, have them name some'of
the currency you have on display. -Point out that the currency has the-

,
name "United States of America" printed on theta.

Discuss that the reason for this is that this money is only Used in this
country, If you go to another country, then you exchange U.S. currency
for their money. If you have a collection of any type'ofgforeign cur-
rency, can borrow some, or havepictures--display these-and have the
children point out similarities and differences, Tne children will
probably like to hear the names of some other currencies and may try to
*remember them (peso, baht, yen, mark, pound,'etc.)

Evaluation: StudentA should be able to

name aCleast 4 types of U.S... currency
recognize-that other countries have 'their own.

currency, not U.S. currency
,

(See' Evaluation Form for "Mciney'Here'andiThere" and -/

"Pebbles, Stones, Rocks and Boulders.")
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PEBBLES,'STONES, ROCKS, AND BOULDERS

1Y

Rights and
Responsibilities
Goal D

P.I-2,3
Grade 1

Rights tvici%sponsibili. ties .

Goal '0: (Consumer) Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of

the rights jrd responsibilities of the consumer.
Competcatcy Studvlts will understand why people use money in our economic System.

s POPPriallte Ihdicator(s): Students'will be able-7.-tol (2) describe the use of

money as a system of trade; (3) identify when people'are trading Farley for

.
9

goods or money ferservices.

S.

Activity `OkiectiV e
4

.Students will understand hew money is used as a
system of trjApand identify when people use

money fbr good or servic

#
ActtiDity.

Total Time: for class periods
Suggested Subject Matter: math and/oir social-studies ,

.

Materials/ReSources: . Small bag, empty packages& cans f9006a.play' store, envelope

scissors and crayons for er-itident,-three boxes for 'coins labeled 1

lc, 5c, and IOC; and tesou cis page. 0, .

Educator's Preparatibh: D pliciie-rello4rce page. -,-
o ._.....--.:

, .

Directions:
. ^

,

e"-N
Before recess *ask students to have a pebbl tilt on-the playground. Tell

them that. apehble is about the size of one o their, fingeinalls. Give

each student a shall bag:. ltudenti should briag 20 pebbles. Tell them

that they are gdinitle exchange the pebbles for' play money. - -.

L ,

-- 1...
,

.

it would be easier to have fellers give the money to the students. But,

this might create the iMpression that batiks give mOneyaway. Use this

system:

. p. r Pebbles."- Pennies 4 -10
.

,

.

Stones Nickels ^ ' ,
..

,, -%kocki ' Dimes
.

u

4. 1. . , 1 .'
'.: AlloW one cla,s4 period ec7r students to `prepare the money, Distribute copie

0.
"of the%resource page. Have students coltr-the Pennies brown and leave, the'

,

nickel6 and dimes, white. Then have them cut' out the Coins. -They will sort

the cottr*to -the three labeled containers. , 4 .
, .- / ,- , p , . 4-- 4.

JO D4rihg.the.pe2i--class period the students' Will go to the " nk" and ex- ,

change their .2O for coins. Talf-aboutthe diff ent combinati464

of coins that are equal to 20.c. have the students decide which *cotribinalions

they want. .,-,
' c,...

v 7". 'AL , ,,,



4

Choose three or four volunteers to be the bank "tellers." Rotate.he job

so lots of students have a turn. The students will take turns gclgg to

o the bank and exchatiging their pebbles for coins. The tellers will put the
.

coins in an envelope.

The students should count their money upon returning to their seats to be

sure it equals 20C. They should wi'ite their names on their envelopes.

When the,students are fin shed, collect their envelopes.

Introduce the c sign, and be sure all students understand what it means.
For this session the students will go to the storewand buy things'which
total 20c or less. The clerks will get practice 4:

counting back change
adding unif tAal and subtracting it !room 20c

As students compute and check their change, they can use masking, tare
,- number lines through 20, if necessary: 0.

To process the activity, focr on the concept of consumer. Have a dis-

cussion:

/What do we call 1 person who slitin a store?
Neller, clerk, retailer, et

What da we call a person who buys? (consumer)
In this activity you all had a chance to pretend you were

consumers in an adult way. You consumed things at the'store
and service at the bank. Grown-ups are consumers., What are

some of_the things grown-ups buy?
Are children consumers?
What are some thingh children buy?
Your family probably has other consumers besides you.

What are some of the things, they, buy?

K

Evaluation: Students Aould be able to:

describe tradinas exchanging one thing for im ether

Oscribe money as a means'of trading for'goodror
services

de'scribe'the convenience of using money for letrading

rather than something else
identify two situations where people trade 'money for

goods or services
4 4

S.

(See Evaluation -Form ft i "Money -Here and There" and "Pebbles,

Stones, Rocks and Boulders.")
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Teacher Date(s)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Money 'Here and There * * Pebbles, Stones, Rocks and Boulders

Rights and Responsibilities Coal D Grade 1

qlu.lcnts (5P' able to:

'OP...
i discuss types .of U.S. currency and recognize that other countries

use othdr currency
2. describe the use of money as A system of trade
3. identify 2 situations of using money for goods. and 2 for servi

)
es

0

Check (*I) when the student is 47.e to accomplish each step. Leave blank if
fUrthcr developm.cnt is needed.

Student Name 1. types B 2. trade 3. situations

1

.
1

2

.

.

3
. .

4 .t.

c.

1
/(--/--i

.

5

".
.

.
.

6 t

. _ .
. 0

7

8

.

A

9
. - .

i0 -.

..*

6
. .

.

11_
.

. ,

6
71

12 .

. .

r
13 , ..

14, .

15
,

,
.

1

.

..4.6(

17\ . t

18'
.

. .

,

19 .

20 40 . .
.,

ft
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WHY DO WE DO WHAT WE DO?

Rights and
Responsibilities
Goal E
P. 1.1,2,3
Grade 1

Rights and Responsibilities
Goal E: (Producer) Students will develop and incorpotrate an understanding of .

the rights and responsibilities of the producer.
Competency: Students will describe workactivities and their importance.

Performance Indicator(s): Stmsients are able to: (1) describe variety of work

.activities; (2) describe ho these workactivities are important to others
and to themselves; (3) describe what might happen if no one did these work.
activities.

Activity Objective

Students will describe some workactivities, tell
why we do these activities, and tell what might
happen if the work was not done.

Activity

Total Time: one class period
Suggested Subject Matter Area: social studies

Materials/Resources: a bean bag -

Educator's Preparation: be prepared to seat class on floor in one or two circles.

Directions:

Arrange the class in a large circle (or 2 smaller circles). Have one

child in the middle with a bean bag. The person in the middle names a task

.(some work) he/she performs in school. It need not be academic in nature.

The person with the ben bag states why the task is done, then chooses
someone'to tell what might.hapeen if the task were no done at an. 'Then,
the child throws the bean bag eo another child that takes the center,
(Be sure everyone has a turn.)

1The teacher can Summarize the activity. by discUssing how all taskShave
purposes.

Evaluation: The students should be alileiNo:

describe three Workactivities
tell why these activities are important to themselves

and/or others (i.e., the reason the work is done)
tell what might 'happen if these particular activities
wee not done .

(See Evaluation Form for "Why Do We Do What We.Do ? ")

/-*
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Teacher Dates)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Why Do We Do What 'Ale Do?

Rights and Responsibilities Gdal E

Students are able to:

Grade 1

1. describe 3 workactivities -1111.,

2. tell why these activities are important to themselves and/or others
3. tell what might'happen if these particular activities are not done

Check () w7:en the student is able to accor-plish each step. Leave blank if

further developTcnt is needed.

Student Name

0
, 1. work

I

2. why 3 not rinno

1

2 ,

3 _

.

4

.

.

,

5 ,

.
.

6
7 \,

1

.

r

----'

.

.

7

8

r-- 4

.

.

4

10

11

.

12

33
,

. .

14

.

15

N's

. t ,

i

4
.

.

.

.

-A- ' i

16

4

i

A

17 a

. .

.18 . .

19
i

.

20 - .

9
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ACTIVITY IDEAS

%A
Grade: First

Content Area:. Rights and Responsibilities

Invite someone who .has lived in another country or another area
of the United States to come and discuss his or her family with
the class.

Then help the students compare their climate with that of the
speaker. Relate climate,:to the materials available for food,
clothing and shelter.' Explain that all these things put to-.
gether help deteymine the way we live.

* * *

Youmake individual puzzle activities for each_studefit. Cut
magazine pictures of various kinds of familidi including
families from different countries,--alt each picture into four
puzzle pieces and drdt it_intb:"at envelope. Give each student
an-enxielope with a puzzle to put together and paste on construc-
tion paper--

***

Help_the students to create a class booklet called LEARNING IS
FOREVER. Include in, the book pictures of people of different
"ages (infant through old age). Beside the pictures print the
students' ideas of what that age grobp learns. Try to keep the
words simple and if sentences ate used, ;make them short. Allow
students to look at the book during free time as reading rein-
forcement.

* * *

Shaw the children a plastic-cOvered map of the world (with the
United States outlined in red) that has been attached to the
wall. Discuss that the country they live in is called the
United' States of America. Give each student a small cut-out
of a child with his/her name on it and a roll of tape on the
*back. Then guide them in playing an adapted version of "Pin.
the Tail on the Donkey". The children who put their cut-out
on the U.S.A. are the winners. Continue the game using a U.S.
map and locating their state; also using a state map and 'lo-
cating their town.

* * *

Read to the students flocksifor SuppPrlby Jack Kent. Discuss
how they used socks insterk .of money. Cse this to introduce

AP
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why we. have money and how money is easier to carry than socks,
cows, horses, etc.

Have thestudents,:r6ie play several different occupations of
people in the neighborhood. List these occupations on the

Jr" chalk,:xiard. Then help, students decide if each worker makes
,,,WfAgs for people (produces goods) or does things for people

"'(provides services).,

You can explain these two terms. Then have the students help
you sort these occupations into two categories: Goods and
SerDices.

I'

At afternoon snack time select a snack someone is eating. With
contributions from the students, list all the workers involved
in gettini that snack to the student.

***

Take a field trip to the post office. If possible, have each
student buy a-- postage stamp. -14.mL-can _mail-latters-o, picture

letters4(which they prepared at school) to their friends. Dis-
cuss how the post office is important to their community.

* **

Take a field trip to the telephone company. Ask a worker
there to demonstrate the best way to telephOne for help in
emergencies. Have a telephone lineperson discuss tasks and
skills related to that job. Ask him or her to explain the
various safety features of .the clothing and gear worn on the
job.

Or, have the telephone company bring a pair of telephones to
the school. Use the hook-up for demonstration and the prac-
ticp of telephone etiquette.

With the students'make a class telephone directory in alpha-
betical order. Encourage students to. copy down the names and

, telephone' numberslif their friends. Discuss the various ways
friends can keep in touch. Use this activity to motivate
students to practice writing numbers.

*14

Discuss Sobs connected with animals, such as zoo keeper,
farmer and veterinarian. Invite some of these workers to tell
how t ey became interested in their occupations. Ask them to
tell about any pets they had as children.

it**
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Ask a firefighter to come speak as a resource person about:

-- causes of fire.
-- what to do in case of fire.
- - why he or she chose fire fighting as an occupation.
-- the training needed to become a fireCightei.
- - how a firefighter uses reading and math skills.

* * *

Help the students focus on the need for various services. .Have
them make paper blig puppets of community helpers. Have each
student role play his or her. community helper by telling what
he oroshe does and who benefits from that work.

, _y

4
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SELECTED FIRST GRADE ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS
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ATTITUDE

Valuing and
Decision-Making

Goal A
P. I. 1,2,3
Grade 1. .

Valuing and Decision - Making

Goal A: Students will develop and incotporate an understanding of how values

affect their lives.
Competency :' Students will describe a variety of things that are important

to them.
Performance Indicator(s)i Studenis will be able to: (1) describe what

"important" means; (2) describe same things, that are important to them;
and, (3) discuss.why those things are important to them.

Activity Objective

Students will disFuss some things that are
important to them. r".

Activity

Total Time: 1 or 2 class periods
Suggested Subject Matter Area: Sociil Studies
Materials/Resources: none
gducator's Preparation: be familiar with entire activity

Directions:

Discuss with the student the meaning
have toward someone or something.

attitude." It's a feeling you

Ask some voting questions of the students. They can show "like" by

raising their hands or "dislike" by not raising their hands.Viave them

raise their handp if theg like:

chocolate milk
helping at home
television cartoons,
spiders
raw carrole
doing exercises
pork and beans
baseball
bugs

I

playipg with friends
hat dogs
having stories read

aloud
cats
dyawing pictures
singing
hearing angry people

fight
ice ;ream

92 c
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Have a smiling face drawn on one side of the blackboard and a frowning face
on the other. Direct their attention to the smiling and frowning faces:el
You will ask the questions' again. To show they like something they will
stand tinder the smiling face. To show they do not like it, they will
stand under the frowning face. They can also stand in the middle to show
that their feelings are somewhere between'like and dislike. They can
stand anywhere- along the line to show a whole range of feelings.

Ask for ten students to come and stand on the line to show how they feel
about:

- chocolate milk
helping at home
television cartoons

spiders
raw carrots -*

doing exerciaes
4

Ask for another ten students to place themselves On the line to show,
how they feel about:

pork and beans hot togs .

J
' i

'. baseball having stories thread.

bugs aloud .

' cats v.

Askithose remaining to place themselves on the line to show how they
-feel about:

drawing pictures
singing.
hearing angry people

fight

ice cream
playing with friends

In clOsing, help the students,arrive at some conclusions about their opinions
and what they feel is important to them. Some conclusions are: dif-
ferent things:are important to different pelbple, we don't all like the
same thi1ngs, usually things we like are important to us.

Evaluation: Students should be able to:

defihe important
dessribe 2 things that are important to them
tell why their choices are important to them

(See Evaluation Form for "Attitude.")
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Teacher Date(8)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Attitude

Valuing and Decision-Making . 'Goal A

Students are' able to:

Grade 1

1. Define important.

2. Describe two things that are important-to them.

1. Tell why their choices are.imoortant to them.

Check () wh,7..n the student is able to accomplish each Step., .Leave blank if

further development is needed..

Studelit -Name 1. define 2. desciibe 3. why

1

. .

2 .

. x

. .

.

.

3

. .
,

4 .

.

5

. 4

6. .

/to

7 .

.

r
, .-. -

,

.
.

8 ,

. , .4.0," s

9 .
.

10 -
.

11

12

,L
t

.-

. .

.

_

.

.

.

.

13

,

.

. . .

14 .

.

15
.

.

.

16

, .

..

17

. .
,

18 _-- .

19

-

20

10.5
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WE MAKE DECISIONS

,Valuing and
Dceision-Making

Goal B
P. 1.1,2,3
Grade 1

Al
Valuing, and Decision-Making + , 0

Goal B: Students will'develop and incorpbrate an udderstanding of the

it decision-making process.
Competency: Students will recognize that everyone has to make choices.

Performance Indicator(s) Students are able to: (1) describe choices eqt their.
family members make; (2) describe-choices thlt.are made at school; and,
(3) describe choices that others around them make.

fr

Activity Objective

Students will recognize descisions made by self
and others.

Activity

Total ?'time, one class period of 30-40 minutes re

- Suggested Subject Matter Area: art,
kfaterial3/Resources: drawing p'aper and crayons for each s tudent, supplementary paAe
Educator's Preparation: Students are to be arranged in a circle in their chairs

or seated on the floor for the first part of this activity. Duplicate

supplementiry page if desired. I

r

Diflec Lions :

Introduce the word decision. There areximos when we have to "make decisions."

Another way to saythat is: there are timeswe have to t'make LIP' our minds."

Tell the students that they will be voting on some questions about their de-
pieiotte-answer &es, they raise their hifinds.. To answer no, they ,keep,

their hands down. (Seat students $o they see the responses of one another.)

DD yowdecide when to get up?
Doyou decide what, to wear?
Do you decide how to brush your teeth?

-.DO you decide what to eat-for breakYast?
Do you decide what colors to use when you make pictures?

Dloyou decide whetheOPO'il not to smile?
Do you decide where co live1

their response, you mayWant thet to vote never, sometimes, or
always, instead of just yes or no.

. %

r
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1

\

Talk abodt decisions made by parents, teacheis, Orincipals;
aftd how thesedecisions affect them.

. .

Now pass out drawing paper. Ask each student to make a picture showing
a decision.he or she makes.

ti

If you wish,.hand out duplicAted copies of the supplementary page.
Read aloud each sentence, waiting for the students to circle yes or no.
At the bottom of ,the page,they may draw their favorite choice for lunch.

Evaluation: Students should be able to:

desciibe choices family,members make.
describe choices made at school
describe choices others around them make

(See Evaluation Form for "We Make DecisiOns.")

4.
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N.

. ,

As you and your teacher read these sentenced, circle
the word "YES",, if you decide for yourself or the word

" NO" if someone else helps you make the decision.

YES NO 1 -- I.decide what I will eat for breakfast.

YES NO '2 -- I decide what I will wear to school.

'NS, NO 3 -- I decide what time I will go to bed.
1

YES NO 4 -- I decide who my friends will be.
)

YES Na 5L-- I decide what shows I will watch.

YES NO 6 -- I decide wha I will eat for lunch.

YES NO 7 -- I decide what jobs I wilt do at home."

YES NO 8 -- I decide what I will do after school.

YES NO 9 -- I decide When to go to the doctor.

YES NO 10 -- Laecide who my babysitter will be.

.

When I get to
decide what to
eat for lunch,
I often choose. . .

(Draw a picture.)

-4
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Teacher Date(e)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM.
e Joie Make Decisions

vpluing and.De.pisiceMaking Goal B

Students are able to:

Grade 1

1. Describe.choices family members mike.

2. Describe choices mademat school.

3. Describe choices others 'around them mike.

Check () when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if

fUraci. development is needed.

Student Name
if.

.

.

1. ramAy 2. School 3. Others

1

2

. _
.

.

_

3

.

.t

.

4
4

.

5'

6

& '

,

7

.

I
.

-

8

r
7 -

9 . gi

. 10 , ir

. 11

.

t

. .

12
- fe

13 4

\
._._

.

14 .

, .

'15

. e

.

16

...
...

,

.

17
.

,
.

18

.

. ,

._.

.

19

T

20
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ACTIVITY IDAS

Grade: First

Content Area: Valuing and.Degision -Making

Create a booklet called "My Favorite Things". It cah include
'such items as stories, pictures, colors, foods, animals, cloths,
songs, games and people.. Let them draw,ccolor, paiht, or cut
and paste to illustrate these. ,

* * *

Arrange the students in small groups so they can take turns
describing something for which they are or would like to be
saving money. Explain that usually when we save money to- buy
'something, it melts that wevalue or prize that something.
Then ask them to return to their desks and draw a picture
bf something for which their parents or they'themeelves are
saving money.

* * *

Brainstorm some choices that the students feel that different
age groups are responsible for. During a recess, take a tape
.recorder on the playground and have students bring others of
different,.ages to tell about the kinds of choices they "make.
Then allow a student to take the tape recorder to school
staff members of different ages(after yoti have prepared
them beforehand) and record their choices. Play the tape hack
for the students in. the classroom. Emphasize that all people
have choices to make.

* *

Tell the students some of the decisions.you must make in the
classroomAin your work. Then ask irolunteersito tell what
decisions they must make in the claAsroom in their work. Ask
them to tell which decisions are hardest for them to make.
Write this up as an experience story.

a
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SELECTED FIRST GRADE ACTIVITIESAND IDEAS

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
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PLANNING' TASKS

`Achievement Motivation

'Achipvement
Motivation

Goal A
P. 1.1,2,3

Grade 1

Goat'A: Students will develop and incorporate skill in planning and setting goal

goals.
Competency: Students will recognize that there are different methods for

getting tasks accomplished. -

Performance Indi.cator(s): Students will be able to: (r) describe some tasks

they have done, (2) desctibe different .ways thdt they could accomplish

' tasks; and, (3) recognize the twinifferent approaches to accomplishing

a task.

Activity Objective:

Students will discuss the different ways they do ,

different tasks, planned or unplanned
f

1.

Activity .

Total Time: bne class pdriod

g..... Suggested Subject Matter Area: language

Materials/Resources: none

Educator's Preparation: be familiar with entire activity

Directions:

Introduce the word plan:
.

'- What is a plan . .

- Do you know someone who makes plane
- Why do people ma.e plans? (So they can work together)

i

Explain that many different people work to luild one house. There has to

be a plan. First the basement needs to be dug by a bulldozer operator.

Then cement is poured to make a foundation. Then 'the carpenters build

the wood frame. Then other Workers come and finish the rest of the house.

If there was no Pan, the workers. might corm at just any old time. It

imight go something like this: First, a.carpenter builds the wood frame.

Then.the bulldozer operator comes and digs the big hole for the basement

next, to the wood frame. He stands back to take a look. Something is

wrong. He knows the frame should be on the top of the hole that he dug

for the basement. So he usestthe bulldozer to push the house into the

hole. Then the cementorkers'come and pour the foundation cement on to

of the house in the hole. A great. big MESS: A broken'house in a hole

with cement on top of it: A plan would have gotten the job done without

a lot of coafusion, wasted effort, and wasted materials.



Introduce the word agenda. Tell the.children that an agenda is a plan for

using time. It is a schedule. Talk about your daily schedule. Use the
words before and after in your queqtions; for example, what comes just
before lunch? What comes after recess?

Discuss some ofthe task they do. Do they have an agenda or plan when
they do these tasks? Vote that there are two ways to get a task done,
have a plan or to do it without thinking about it.

Evaluation: The students should be able to:

describe two tasks they have done
describe how they do these tasks -

describe a different.-way they could accomplish,
these tasks

recognize that there are two different' approaches
to getting things done:. planning what to do

ang 'not really thinking about it
4

1

(See Evaluation Form fOr "Planning Tasks.")
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.Teacher

I

Date(s)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM
Planning Tasks

Achievement Motivation Goal A Grade 1

Student; are 'able to:

1. Describe two tasks they have done.
2. Describe how they do. these tasks.
3. Describe a different way they could accomplish thetasks.
4. Recornize that there are two different appraaAeill to getting things done:

planning what to do and not really thinking about it.

Check () when the student is able to accomplish each step. Leave blank if
further development is needed.

Student Name ° 1. Tasks 2. How 3. Different 4. Approach

1
,

1

2
1.

)
/ .

w .

4 ''

.

.

,

5
.

..

6 4
.

7 ,---

e .

8 e

9 .
.

.10
1

.

\,....

11 .

12 4

113
.

14
4

T

25
.

16'

17
1

'18 .

19

20
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ACTIVITY IDEAS

Grade: First

clic

ntent Area: Achievement Motivation

V) introduce the concept of planning say, "We make plans every
'day about what we are going to do that day. We make plans for

coming days, too. These coming days are called future days.

Who can tell us about some plans you have made for future days?

Have you ever madelplans to visit your grandparents or to go

to the movies?"

Ask for volunteers to role play:

-- getting rea hristmas.
-- getting ready for a trip.
-- getting ready for a wedding.
-- getting ready to go to the library.

Than say, "WheE were some of Che things these people did Co

get ready for something? What would happen if they had not

planned their' activity?

* * *

Divide the chalkboard into three sections: get ready, work

and clean up. As the students suggest how to go about a pro-

ject, ask them when each task might need to beidone. Put a

check mark under the appropriate heading as the students sugn

gest each task. Then summarize the discussion by saying you

would get ready first. Then you would wok. Then you would

clean up last.

Get read Work Clean u

Carry through a short project 7AEr: this manner.

* * *

Divide the class into several group's. Allow each group to

-"act _out" a task they can accomplish at school. The other

students are to guess what they are acting out. Allow each

group a turn. Follow up the activity by discussing the many

tasks they re able to do at school.
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SELECTED FIRST GRAD& ACTIVITIES AND IDEAS
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PROBLEM SOLVING
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THE CLOTHES DON'T FIT

Problem-Solvin, v
Coal B
,P. 1.1,2,3
Grade 1

Problem-Solving .
.

Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate the'ability to anticipate and

copewith change._
.

.*

tompateriey: Students will realize ho* they have changed during the past year.

Performance Indicator(s): Students will be able to: (1) describe what

change means; (2) describe what they were like last year; and, .

(3) describe hpw they hive changed in .the past year.

Activity Objective

Students will discuss how they have changed in

the past year.-

Na..1VIRVIII01141=1, wa.rmwgmmq...N.N...wsw......m.rI

Activity

Total Time: one class period each month of school

Sujgosted SubjectvMdtter Area: health

Naterials/Resources: materials for booklets
Educator's Preparation:' be familiar with entire activity

Directions: 1

I

During the early part of the school year have pupils begin a scrapbook about

themselves. Take a picture of each pupil and include this on an opening

page. Make a graph showing height andeight in September. Then provide

space to continue this each Month of the school term. Strengthen the

pupil's sense of identity by having him'or her write about themselves.

What kinds of things do they enjoy, what hobbies do they have, etc.'

Include a page where they can list any of the books they read and the

other projects they do. Any special events in' which they participate can

4 be included. During the final month of the school term discuss. their

growth and achievement. If possible, include another picture.

At the end of4the year, to help the students realize how much they have

actually, grown, havesa "Last Year's Clothing Day."e On a special day

after you have completed checking the growth charts, ask Pupils to bring

4 coat or other article of clothing to sc!ool that they wore last year.

Have pupils attempt to put these on to show how the sleeves are low too

sort, etc, verifying their growth even though it wa4 hardly noticeable

as it occurred.

121
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The children may,do a different page of 't heir scrapbook each month,twnell

they are measured and weighed. ,Hand out the booklets at the year's end,

',,discussing changes'and which ones have'occurred,*as the students look

baCk't,hrough their booklets.

Evaluation: StudentS should be able to):

describe change 1 .

describe one aspect of their physical, mental,
and social abilities a year ago

deicribdoone way they haye'vchanged-pfiysically and
one Way they have changed mentally

(See Evaluation Form for "The Clothes Don't Fit.")
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Metter ' Date(s)

ACTIVITY EVALUATION FORM'
Th6 Ciothes Don't Fit

.
Problem Solving

Students are able to:

B

t;'
1. aescribe change
i2. deicribe,one aspect of their.physical, menu.,- a4r--419cial, abilities

a year ago
"3. describe one wa ey have changed physically and one way they have

changed nentall

Grade 1

9.

Chec
fur

() when the-student is able to acborhplish each Step .c Leawe blank if

cr development is needed.' ,.

Student Name 1.. change . 2. aspect 1. APoTiho
t .

1' .

.

.

.
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.
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.
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Grade: Fi rst

I
Contentir ea: Problem-Solving

ACTIVITY IbEAS"_

o

Divide thee class in small group's. Have them discuss a time
when they really fe like someone cared and understood then.'
Tall( about the different ways people can show understanding.
Have the students draw pictures of ways to show understandings
Collect these pictures and organize into-a class booklet that
:they can look at during free time.'

* * *

.
/D The class is going to brainstorm a list of things they can do..

now that they could not do last year. You be the recorder.
.

Be sure to set a time limit. Present .the gropnd rules for
brainstorming.:

. ',.

-- Try for many ideas.

. -- Do rirt judge the .ideas.

-- Let the ideas be wild.
- .

4 '. -- Use the ideas of others.

. .
1

1111 Ybu die the recorder. When the time is tip' reflect on this
aC44.ity. Have the students help you Count the total' number
sfi new tins they. can db . Explain that we are always, chan-

t

ging and growing all sour lives. '

* * *
w 4 -

Talkibout changes which occur as people grow older. Focus
-on youi dwn changing physical characteristics. Have the #tu-
. dents bring baby pictures and display them on a bulletin and

Disc,:ss features' which have cbanget

%
'and features which have

remained the, same.

L I
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Self-Uneterstandi.nF
Gc;Al A. , -

P.I.

Grade 1*

Self-Understanding
Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate personal care skills that will

lead to satisfactory physical and mental health.` -
Competency: Students will describe how they care for their physical health.

'r ?-fo rmczn.1. 1 nrilcvto-rre--) :

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Motd,,Zals/Eccoarces:

Edaoator is j'rco:ration:

.4

Dircetions:

Activity

.127 111
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Self-Understanding
Goal B: Students will develop and incorpoiate

uniqueness oT themselves and others.

Competency: Students will recognize hOw others

Performance Indicator(s):

Mal

11-

Self-5Understandin4
Goal B
P.I.
Grade 1

an understanding of thg

-differ,from themselves.

Activity Objective

4

4,

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials /Resources:

Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

4

ir
Activity

129
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Self-Understanding
Goal C

Grade 1

Self-Understanding
Goal C:" Students will,develop and incotporate an understanding of how they are

able to effectively manage themselvdM and their environment.

Competency: Students will describe responsibilities they have in their environment.

Perfo2vnac 1:ndicatorl87

11.
Activity Objective

4

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Resources:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

131

7

I

gyp-

a
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Interpersonal
Relations

'Goal A

Grade 1

Interpersonal Relations
Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate those listening and speaking_

skills which grill allow theca to communicate in their daily lives.,

Competency: Students-will desairbe those methods that enable them to speak so

they can be understood by others.

Performance-Indicator(s):

Activity Objective 4
4 4.

TotalkTime:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:

Materials/Resources:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

E

Activity

r-

133

r-

114

4

7,



Interpersonal
Relations

Goal B
P.I.
Grade 1

Interpera'onal Relations
Goal B: Students will develqp,and incorporate skills that encourage and -entance

relationships with their families.
Competency: Students will describe the roles of each family member.

Performance Indicator(s):

p.

Activity Objective.

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/ResoUrces:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity-----------

,

11

135 1 1 5



Interpersonal
Relations

* Goal G
.

P . I .

/ Grade.)

Interpersonal Relations
Goal C: Students will develop 4nd incorporate the ability to maintain effective

relationships with peers and adults.
Competency: Students will describe characteristics they like in a friend and be

0 aware of their personalitY characteristics that makeup friendship qualities.,
r Performance Indicator(s):

1

N

Actipity Objective

L

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Hefter Area:
Paterials/Resourdes: '

Educator's. Preparation:

Directiona:.

'0

.

Activity'.

LI

137

/ 1 6

-

r

I

c,



Interpersonal Relations
Goal D: Students will develop and incorporate an understandings of recipiCiChl

behavior and how actions have effects on others.
sCompetency: Students will recognize that they things and others around

them.

Performance Indicator(s):

Interpersonal
Relations

Goal D,
P.I.

Grade 1

Total Time:

Sugpested Subject Matter,Area:

*aerials/Resources:
educator's Prepdration:

'Directions:

41,

Activity

139

EN

11 '

-1



Expressing Ideis
Goal A
P.I.

Grade 1

Expressing Ideas
Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of various

methods of expression in, their daily lives.
Competency: Students will describe different ways they express their own feelings.

Performance IndiCator(a):

Activity Objective

Total Time;
Suggested Subject{ tter Area:
Materials/Resources:
Educator's Preparation:

Directiona

r.

Activity

141

1 1 8

10.

C



4xpressing Ideas,
Goal B
P.I.

Grade 1

Expressing Ideas
Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate skill in assertively And ,

appropriately expressing themselves in their daily lives.

Competency: Students wil-1 recognize that the way they feel nbout something may

he the same or different from how others feel.
Performance Indiaator(s):

Activity Objective

Total Time:
:;14e1ted Subject Matter Area:
A!alerialo/Resourcea:
Educator'b Preparation:

"oi.recticLne:

Activity

wfti

143

1 19

o.



Sr/

Gathering and
Processing ltlfu

Goal A
P.T.

Grade 1

Gathering and Processing Information
Goal A: Students will develcip and incorporate an understanding of the,interactiv

effects of life styles, life roles, settings and events.
Competcnoii: Students will describe their daily activities at school.

/'(Y.f»r-znot.:

Activity Objective

Total
ni;;gc:;led Sulje,;,t Mitte7. Arc a:

kUeriale/H(v,,12y.ca:
1.;:itioator'4-

Direotions:

6

Activity

145

1 2f



Gathering and Processing Information
Goal R: Students will develop and incorporate the ability to

integrate informatibn for use in their.lives.
CQmpetency: Students will describe those thipgs they learn at

Performance Indicator(s):

Gathering and
Processing Info

Goal B
P.I.
Grade 1

compile and

school.

Activity Objective

e.

6.11.11.1.ralwip...11 nmIIMNI.VOIMMonPMENIMMINI.IP.
Activity

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Regburces:,
Educator's, Preparation:

Directions:

147

.4

ti

t



T

Gaikring and Processing Information
ado! C: Students will develop and incormirate an understanding of stereotypes

and the effects of inftirmaion on stereotypes.
Competency: Students will distinguish which activities in their environment are
done by certain people.

Performance Indicator(s):,

Gathering and

Goal C
5 P.I.

Gradel

Processing Info

Activity Objective

.

Total Time:-
Suggested Subject Matter.Area:
Materials/Resources:'
.Educcitor's Preparation:

I

Directions:

1

I.

s.

Activity

11.

.149

tir ,t

\

.."
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.01

Rights and Responsibilities
Gaild4: /Individual) Students will
of the rights and responsibilities

Competency: Students will recognize

Performance Indioator(s):

Rights and
Responsibilities
Goal A
P.I.
trade

develop and incorporate an understanding
of family members.
that there are families aro d the rld.

Activity Objective

1111
Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:

Materials/Resources:
Educator's Preparation:

DirCctions:

Activity

151

10

123

6

44P

I



V--

101

Rights and
Responsibilities
Coal B
P. I. 4

ade 1
"

sghts and Responsibilities
Coal B: (Learner) Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of

the rights and responsibilities of the learner.
Competency: Students will recognize that learning oocurs at alloges:

Performance Indicator(e):

Activity Objective

Total Time:
Saggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials /Recourses:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

153

L24

I



ti

10,

Rights and
Responsibilities
Goal C
P.I.

Grade 1

Rights and Responsibilities
Goal, C: (Citizrn) Students will develop and it)Orpora:te anounderstandi

ehe rights apd responsibilities oethe citizen.
Comp Students will recognize the town, state, an nty. in which they

reside.
Performance Indicator(s):

Activity Objective

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Psources:
Educator's Preparation:

V

Directions:

Activity

A

155

J 2S .



41.

Rights and Responsibilities
Goal D: (Consumer) $ tudents 'will develop and incorporate an undeisthnding of

the rights and responsibilities of the consumer.
Competency: 'Students will understand why people use money in our economic system.

4

.Righ03- and

Responsibilities
Goal D
P. I .

Grade l

oza

Performance IndicatoN8):

Activity Objective

..=al

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter:
Materials/Resources:

.Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

-W`



Rights and
Responsibilities
Goa?. E

P. I.
Grade

Rights and Responsibilities
Goal E: (Producer) Students will develop and incorplarate an understanding of

the rights and responsibilities of the producer. '

Competency: Students will describe different work activities and their importance.

Performance Indicator(s):

Activity Objecti4 40.

Total Time:
Suggested Subject' Matter Area:
Materials/Resources:
Edu.dator's Prepara4ion:

Directions:

ti

Actit)city



Valuing and Decision-Making
Coal A: Students will develop and

affect their lives.
Competency: Students will describe

Performance Indicator(s):

Valuing and
Decision-Making

Goal A
P. I.

Grade 1

incorporate an)understanding of how values

a variety of tt ings that are important to them.

Activity Objective

a

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Resourcee:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

l611

128

11



Valuing and
Decision-Making

Goal B
P. I.

Grade I N

Valuing and Decision-Making
Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate an-cnderstanding of the

decision-making process.
Competency: Students will recognize Iv everyone has to make choices.

Performance Indicator(e):

Acti,y-Objective

Total Time
Su:igected Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Resources:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

163

129



Valuing and
Decision-Making

Goal C
P. I.
Grade 1

Valuing and Decision-Making
Goal C: Students will develop and incorporate the ability to implement the

decision-making process and to understand the effects of past deciiions on

their present' decisions.

Competency: Students will recogni e which decisions are difficult for them.

Performance Indicator(s):

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Resources: _

Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

J31,

165



.Achievement Motivation
Coal A: Students will develop and incorporate skill in planning and setting goal

goals.

Competency: Students will recognize that there a% different ways for getting
.taskii accomplished.
Pe rforman Indi cat or( a):

,

Achievement
Motivatton

_Goal AT:-

V.. 1.

Grade 1\

4

Activity Objective

AL Activity

Total Timle:

Swrgecteci Subjf,, Matter Areti
Materiol:I/ht no vor.':

Mwab,r'v ,Taration:

Directions:

167

131

c.



4

Achievement
Motivation

GoaL B
P. I.

Grade 1

Achievement Mbtivatiori
Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate the ability to analyze, accomplish,

and evaluate tasTis-

Competency: Students will describe tasks they can accomplish at school.

PeNbrmance'IndicatCr(s):

Activity Objective

Total Time:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Resources:
-Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

4.0

Activity

169

I.

112



I
Problem-Solving
Goal A
P. I.

. Grade 1

Problem - Solving

Goal A: Students will develop and incorporate an understanding of the problem-solving
process and how they may ,implement,the -process to help themselves and others.

Competency: Students will acscribe ways they communicate empathy and understanding
to others.

Performance Idicator(s):
-r

Activity Objective
S

Activity

Total Xime:
Suggested Subject Matter Area:
Materials/Resources:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:



a.

Problem-Solving
Goal B
P. I.

Grade 1

Problem-Solving
Goal B: Students will develop and incorporate the ability to anticipate and

cope with change.
Competency: Students will realize how they have changed during the past year.

Performance Indicator(s):

r

Total Time:
Suggested Subject,Mbator Area:
Miterials/Recources:
Educator's Preparation:

Directions:

Activity

173
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Content: I

, Self

-Understand-
ing, '

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: A

Competency .

Students will
describe hol
they care for
their physical
health.

FIRST GRADE

,t.

Performance Indicators.

Students are able'to:

1. describe preveitive measures
tffey-take in caring for
their physical health.

'7. desclie measures they take
in cating for their health
when they are ill.

ted Performance Levels

Students 'a e able to:

1. describe five preventive measures (i.e.,
physical examinations, vaccinationg eating
-habits, sleep. habits, exercise, cleanliness

.habits,

2. describe'three measures they take whenll
visit the doctor, drugs, bedrest,

liquids, bland dietetc.).

Naontrt:

Self

Understand-
. ing

e(s):

ividual,

Learner, .

Citizen,

Consumer,.

Producer

Goal: B

.sna: 1

Students will
recognize haw
others differ
frqm themselves.

' 6.,

Students are able to:

1. identify and describe how
others look and act.

2. describ how they look
and act.

3. describe hpw others differ
in appearance and actions.

Students are ablpto:
doN

1. a) identify one person who is their own
age, one person younger in age, and one

person older.
b) describe throe ways each of those persons

look and act (i.e:, hair and eye color,
size, weight, disposition or temperament, etc.).

2. describe three ways ey look and act (i.e.,

.hairiand eye color, size, weight, dispation
or temperamentc, etc.

3. describe how the per identified in #1

, are different from elves.

4

41,
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Content: I

Self

Understand-
ing

Role(a)v

Individual,
' Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,
Producer

Goal: C

okl: 1

Clntent: II

Inter-
personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,
Learner,
Citizen,

Consumer,
,Producer

`Goal: A

oak 1

118

Competency

Students will

describe respon-

sibilities they,
have in their

environment.

Students 'will

describe those
methods that
enable them
to%speak so

they can be

understood
by others..

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators

Students are able to:

1. describe their environmenA

2. describe what constitutes a
responsibility.

3. identify their responsi-
bilities at home, school
and any other setting(i.e.,

church, organization; etc.).

Students are able to:

1. discuss that there are ways
of speaking other than
talking.

2. describe those preliminary
skills that are necessary
before actual verbalization.

3. describe those speaking
skills that will enable them
to be understood by others.

7

Suggested Performance

I.

1411141,3,0

Students are able to:

1. a) describe what an environment ths:
surrounding things, conditional or
influences.

b) describe three examples of theeir environment:
home, school and town.

2. describe responsibility as somettning one is
expected or sted to do.

3. identify two responsibilities at home, two at
school, and one at another setting (town,-
church, -organizatfons, etc.).

Students are able to:

1. discuss three different ways of speaking:
talking (different chuntries haves different
languages), body language, and siign language.

2. describe two preliminary skills ttihat are
necessary before verbalization (ii.e.,'raise
Itheir haas'to get attention, welt until it

their turn to speak, respond uchen.spoken
, etc.).

3. describe three of the four following speaking
skills:

speak distinctly
speak with an adequate voice level
respond appropriately,
contribute to the topic at hsand



Calvet en

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

ntent: II

// Mater-
/ pOrsonal
/ Relations

Role(s):

Individual

Goal: B

: 1

Student will

descr the

ro of

each family
member.

Students are able to:

1. describe the meaning of role.

2. describe different roles
that other family members
have.,

- 3. describe the roles that they
. have in their family-life.

Students are able to:

1. describe role in this context as a part or.
function (job) taken on by a person.

2. describe two different roles for each member
of their family (i.e., father: worker on the
job, housecleaner, home-teacher; mother: worker
on the job, housecleaner, home-teacher; sisters
and/or brothers: garbage collector, table-setter,
playmate, worker at learning, bed-maker, etc.).

3. describe two roles that they have in their

family-life.

Content: II

Inter-

personal

Relations

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,
Citizen,

Consumer,

producer

Goal: C

Sid: 1

Students will

describe ,

charactertilifs
they like in a
friend and be

' aware of their

personality
characteristics
that make up
friendship' --
qualities.

140

describe

nts are able to:

1. scribe what they feel a
friend is.

2. describe characteristics
they like in a friend.

3. describe characteristics in
Oenselves that help them
to be a friend.

Students are able to:

1. describe what a friend is in their own language.
(i.e., someone they like to be with, someone
who helps them and who they can help, etc.).

2. describitwo characteristics they like in a
friend (i.e., loyal, similar interests, fun to

be with, etc.).

3. describe two cliaracteristics in themselves
that help them to be a friend (i.e., care
about others, fun-loving, like to talk, etc.).

141



Competency

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: II

Inter-

persozal
Relat!nns

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Cttizene
Consumer,

Produip

Goal; D

Obj:

Students will
recognize that
they affect

things and
others around.
9iem.

Students are able to:

1. describe how a person can
affect someone else.

2. describe how they affect
things around them.

3. describe how they affect
other persons that they know.

Students are able to:

1. a) define the concept of affect as influence;
cause a change to occur (big or little).

b) describe one way a person can influence
someone else (parents influence their children,
teachers influence their students, friends
influence each other, etc.).

2. describe two ways they affect things around
them (1:6.) moved furniture to a different
place, kicked a stone, fed a pet, decorated

a Christmas tree, etc.).

3. describe two ways they affect other persons
that they know (i.e., helped mother with the
dishes/she had extra time to read, shared a toy
with a friend/made friend feel happy and special,
picked up toys off the stairs/allowed family to

have a safe place to walkAtc.O.

Expressing

Ideas

Role(s):.

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,
Consumer,

Producer

.Goal: A

Students will

describe
different ways
they express
their own
feelings.

42

Students are able to

1. describe feelings they have
had recently.

2. describe how they have
expressed their feelings.

3. describe how others reacted
to the ways they expressed
their feelings.

Students are able to:

1. describe three feelings they have had during
the pasrweek (i.e., anger, happiness, fear, .

surprise, sadness, embarrassment, hurt, etc.).

2. deicribe how they expressed those feelings
identified in #1 (anger/yelled, happiness/
laughed, sadness/criea, fear/screamed, etc.).

3. using the examples from #1 and #2,;describe
how others reacted to the ways they expressed
their feelings (i.e., smiled, laughed, got
angry with teem, hugged thaw, etc.).

143
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Competency

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content:I'I

Expressing
Ideas

Role(s):

Individual,
Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 1

Students will
recognize that
the way they
feel about
something may
be the same
lbr different

from how
_others feel.

Students are able to:-

1. describe how they feel about
a specific topic.

2. identify other persons who
feel the same way they do.

3. identify other persons who
feel differently than they do.

Students are able to:

1. JO choose a specific topic (i.e., favorite
dessert, favorite pet, favorite game, etc.)

b) indicate how they feel about the topic
chosen n #1.

2. identify two other persons who feel the same
way they do concerning the topic indicated
in #1.

3. identify two other persons thilpfeel differently
than they do concerning the topic indicated in

#1.

Content: IV

Gathering &
1 Processing

Information

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,
Producer

Goal: A

41

,Students will
describe their
daily activi-
ties at school.

"144

Students are able to:

1. describe things they do to
help themselves or others
at school each day.

2. describe activitiet they
enjoy At school.

. describe activities at
school that they do by
themselves and those they
do in a group.

Students are able to:

1. a).describe one thing they do to help themselves

at school each day.
b) describe one thing they do to help others

at school each day.

2. describe two activitiet they enjoy at school.

3. a) describe one activity at school they do
by themselves.

b) describe one activity at school they do

in a group.

145
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Competency

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: IV

Gathering &
Pfocessing

Information

Role(s):

_Individual,

Learner, N.

Citizen,
Consumer,
Producer

Goal: B

Obj: 1

Students will

describe those
things they
learn at schooL

Studencs are able to:

1. describe what constitutes
learning.

discuss how they learn
at sollool.

3. identify those things they
have learned so far at school.

Students are able to:

1. describe learning astknowing'or understanding
something you never knew or understood before;
gaining knowledge or skill.

2. discuss two ways they learn at school, (i.e
group or individually at seat work, at play,
through pictures or stories, by watching how
someone acts, by doing for themselves, etc.).

3. identify two things they have learned so far
at school (i.e., how to read, how to play
with others, taking turns when talking,
addition and subtraction, etc.).

Content: I

Gathering
Processing

Informatio

Role(s):

Indpactual,
Learner,
Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

V

n

Goal: C

oti:

146

Students will
diet in ish

which act

ties in their
environment

are done by
certain people.

Students are able to:

1. identify various activities
in their environment.'

2. identify who does those
activities.

3. describe apy noticeable
chtracteristics and correla
tions of the persons doing
the activities.

Students are able to:

1. identify two activities in their environment
(i.e., teacher, garbage collector, electrical
engineer, veterinarian, etc.).

2. identify who does the three work activities
described in #1.

3. describe any characteristics or correlations
of the persons identified in #2 (i.e., most
teachers are women, most football players
are vert big, jockeys are usually short in

height, etc.).

147



Content: V

Rights

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Individual

Goal: A

Obi:

Competency

J

FIRST GRADE

144.*

Performance Indicatots Suggested Performance Levels

Students will
recognize that
there are

families

around the
world.

Students are able to:

1. recognize the names of
some countries.

2. recognize that there are
families living in these
countries.

3. discuss how families in
other countries are
similar to their family.

Students are able to:

1. recognize the names of two other countries.

2. recognize that there are families living in
the countries described in #1-

3. discuss two ways families in other countries
are similar to their family (i.e., group of
persons who care about each other, at least
one adult and one other person, number of
parents or guardians, number of children, etc.).

Content: V

Rights 6
Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Learner

Goal: B

tV.1

Students will
recognize that
learning occurs

at all ages.

a1

148

Students are able to:

1. describe things they have
learned in the past.

2. describe things they are
presently ledrning.

3. describe things they will
learn in the future.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe two things babies learn (i.e.,
to eat with a spoon, to crawl,jo walk,
to talk, etc..)

b) describe two things preschoolers learn
(i.e., to play with others, to count, to
listen to stories, to help dress themselves,
etc.).

2. describe three things they are presently
learning (i.e., to read, to tell time,
addition, subtraction, chores at home,
physical activities or sports, etc.).

3. a) describe two things older children or teenagers
learn (i.e., multiplication, how to play basket-

how to drive a car, how to do cursive
writing, etc.)

b) describe one thing that adults learn (i.e.,
a newrhobby; a new recipe; things they did not
learn earlier like how to change a tire, how
to read if illiterate, how to drive, etc.).

149
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a

0

Compltenc*

FIRST GRADE,

s.

Performance Indicators
004

Suggested Performance Levels

Annteqt: V

Right, &

Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Citizen

Goal: C

S1111: 1.

Content: V

440 ,

Students will

recognize the

mown, state,

And country
in which they

reside.

4

Students are able to:

1. recognize the name of the
town in which they reside.

'2. recognize the name of-the
state In which they reside.

3. recognize the of the

country in which hey reside.

Students are able to:

1. given a choice of three towns, recognize the
name of the town i)n.which they reside,

2. givena choice of three states, recognize the
name of tbr state in which they reside.

3. given a choice of three countries, recognize
the name of the country in which they reside":

R1,hts

Responsi-
bilities

. Consumer

Goal: D

91.11.:

(.1 150

Students will
understand why
pe.ge use
money in our
economic
system.- 0

Students are able to:

t. discuss that there
different kids of

I. (

are

money.

2. des-Albe the Sse of money'

as a system of trade.

3. identify when people are
trading money for goods-
or money fqr services.

Students are able to:

1. aLname four different types of U.S. currency
and recognize at each looks like (i.e.'
penny, nickel, ime, quarter, fifty-cen ce,

dollar bill, e
rk b) discuss that different countries use

different currencies.

2. a)

b)

c)

describe trading as
for another.
describe moneAts a means of trlidihg for - goods

or services -

describe the convenience of using money fqr
trading rather than something else.

3. a) identtfytwo.situations where people trade
mo foF goods (i.e., food, gifts, toys, etc.)

b) id y two situations where people trade
services (i.e., -doctors, tutors,

tists, etc.).

exchanging oneiing

de

t:. f51
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Competency

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels

Content: V

Rights 6
Responsi-

bilities

Role:

Producer

E

Ctd: 1

Students will
describe
different work-
activities and
their importance.

,Students are able to:

1. describe a variety of ifork-

activities.

2. describe how these work-
activities are important
to others and typelves.

3. describe what might happen if
no one did these works
activities.

Students are able to:

1. describe three work-acts mAkie'e, (i.e.; washing

dishes, collecting the age, driving a truck,,

fixing cars, etc.).
111 k

2. using the examples from 41, dewibe how the
work-activities a7e important td others and
themselves (i.e., dishwasher cills the germs }on

plates, garbage collector helps keep our homes

neat and clean, truck drivers get food to market,
etc.).

3. using the examples from #1, describe what would
happen if no one did these jobs (i.e., dishwasher/

they would run out of clean dishes, garbage
collector/city would begin to smell bad and
disease would spread, truck driver/food wouldn't
get to market, etc.).

Content: V:
44P

ValUing &
Decision-
Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,
Consumer,

Producer

Goal:

I

Students will
describe a
variety of
things that
ate important
to them.

152

Students are able to:

1. ,describe what "important"

means.

2. describe some things that
are important to them.

3. discuss why those things
are imp tent to them.

Students are able to:

1. define important in their own words (i.e.,
something that means alot, etc.).

2. describe two things that are important to them
(i.e., this can include ideas, people, places,
actions or objects).

3. using the examples from #2, tell why their
choices are important to them (i.e., they love
those persona, object or action,makfa them
feel happy, person takes care of them, etc.).

153
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Cotapetency

11,

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indicators Suggested Performance Levels
.

Content: "I Students will
recognizenize that
everyone has to

. make choices .

.

Students are able*to:

1. describe chOtes that their -_
family menais make.

.

.

2. describe choices that are
made at school.

3. describe choices that others
around them make.

-

Students are able to: r

A) describe two dhoices their parents
(guardians) make

. i

b) describe one choice their siblings
(if any) make /

c) describe two choices that they make.

2. a) describe two choices that students make
b) describe one choice that teachers make
c)Aescribe one choice that principals make.

3. a) choose two other persons they know (one t

adult and one child)
b) describe one choice that each of the persons

named,in 93a make.

Deci,ion-
Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,
Citizen, 1

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: B

Obj: 1

_ .

Content: VI Students will
recognize which
decisions are
difficu lt

for them.

.

.

Students are able to:

1. describe some of their choices
and decide if they are easy
to make or difficult to make.

N.,
.

2. describe how they feel when
they have to make a
difficult decision.

3. recognize any consistent
pattern in those decisions
that are difficult to make.

Students Ire able to:
. 4

1. a) describe two choices they make (i.e., what to
wear, what to eat, how to act with others,
what to play, etc.)

.

b) tell if those two choices are easy to make
or difficult to make.

2 describe how they felt when they had to make
' a difficult decision (i.e., tense, angry,
frightened, etc.). ...

3. a) name two situations'where they'had to make,
!

difficult decisions
,

b) recognize if there is any consistent pattern

Valuing A
Decision-
Making

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Coal: C

hj. r- _

,

.

.

,.
.

.

.

.

. .

_ _

in what detislons are hard for them to make
(i.e., regarding food, regarding how to
respond to the way otters are, etc.).

,

. .

.

-

i

N 4-
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Competency

FIRST GRADE'

Performance Indicators Suggesza4,Performance Levels

Consent: VII

Achievement
MoCiation

Role(s):

Ind.vidual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Goa:: A

Obi: 1

Students will
recognize that
there are
different ways
for getting
tasks accor-
plished.

Students are able to:

1. describe some tasks they
have done.

2. describe different ways
that they could accomplish

tasks.

I recognise the two-d-if f anent

approaches to getting a

task done.

Students are able to:

1. describe two tasks they have done (i.e., get sing
dressed for school, setting the table, feedimg
a pet, etc.).

2. a) describe how they do the tasks identified
in #1.

b) describe a different way they could use
to accomplish each t4sk identified in #1.

-3,-recognize that ;here are two different apprcreaches

to getting thins done:
lk thinking about it beforehand and planninag

and preparing ahead what to do
just doing the task without really

thinking about it.

Conzent: VII

Achievement

Motivation

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Pioducer

*Goa:: B

Obj: 1

Students will
describe tasks
they can
accomplish
at School.

156

Students are able to:

1. describe things thy can do
during cla.prtime.

a

2. descabe things they can do
during lunch.

3. describe things they can do
during recess.

se

Students are able to:

1. describe two things they can do during class
time (i.e., finish work neatly and on time,

take care of class pets'or plants, dodtributas
appropriately in class, etc.).

2. deicribe two things they can do during lunch
(i.e., eat their food, dispose of lunch trays
or trash appropriately, use correct behavior
in the lunch line and in the lunch room, etc..).

3. describe two things they can do during recesn
(i.e., swing, teeter-totter, play with balls,
play on the jungle-gym, etc.).

15'7



Competency

FIRST GRADE

Performance Indica to're Suggested Performance, Levels

Content:V::I

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,

Producer

Goal: A

Obj: 1

Students will
describe ways
they communi-

cate empathy
and understand-
ing to others(

Students are able to:

1. describe what it means to have
empathy and understanding
for someone.

2. describe ways to show care
and understanding through
words.

3. describe ways to show care
and understanding through
gestures.

Students are able to:

1. a) describe empathy and understanding is
feeling what another person flels; caring
for others; knowing what others mean
or feel.

b) describe how It_fegls to_haye_someDne
- understand them.

2. describe two ways to show care'and understanding
through words (i.e., saying "I understand,"
when appropriate relating a story similar to
another's stating what another's feelings seem
to be--"You must have felt sad," etc.).

3. describe two ways to show care and understanding
through gestures (i.e., a pat on the arm or back,
a mile, eye contact, a hug, nodding the head,
etc.).

Problem

Solving

Role(s):

Individual,

Learner,

Citizen,

Consumer,
Producer

Coal: B

'158

Students will
realize how
they have
changed during
the past year.

Students are able to:

1. describe what change means.

2. describe what they were like
last year,

3. describe how they have
changed in the past year.

Students are able to:

1. describe change as becoming different.

2. a) describe one way they 16oked physically
different last year (i.e., height and weight).

b) describe one aspect of their mental abilities
last year (i.e., could not read, could
not subtract, etc.).

c) describe one aspect of their social abilities
last year (i.e., talked out of turn in class,
didn't share very well,_etc,). _ _

3t a) describe one way they have changed physically
(i.e., taller and heavier).

b) descries one way'they have changed mentally
(i.e., can read, can subtract, etc.).

c) describe one way they have changed socially
(i.e., have more friends, shanepoys better, etc.).



: the child has accomplished this step

KEY: W : the child is still working on this step

CD: this step does not apply at this time i

Content
Areas YOUR CHILD CAN

QUARTERS
2 3 4

Self
Under-
standing

Describe personal physical health care

Recognize how others differ from self

Describe own responsibilities ate home S school

Interper-
sonal

Describe methods of speaking so he/she can be'understood

Describe the roles of each family member

Describe qualities of a friend; know own friendship qualities

Recognize he/she has an effect on things & others

Expressi,g Describe' different ways of expressing personal feeli
Ideab

i Recognize personal opinions may be alike or diffe frog

others' opinions

. /
ithcrict,:, & Describe daily activities at school

-r1..(..(..,110.,

InfotmAtion Describe things learned at school

Distinplish activities consistently performed by certain people

Rights A Describe similarities & differences of families around the world
Ret,p3asi-

bilitiL. Recognize that learning occurs at all ages
,

1-ttec--)n-irr-his/hc7 Luwn, state; -& vountry

I'E----r----
41

r
! Undel-,cand-why people use money

s ! Describe cifferent work activities & :eir importance
I-

V.t:,_.,.,, N Descrine t-lno th,,t are important to hiZr,/her

7

RecOt;',ILu that everyone has to, make cnoices

Recognize neci!,'ons that are difficult to make

ocobni:e different methods for accomplishing tasks

'Describe tasks he/she accomplishes at school

ohlt_m Drscr be ways to communicate empathy & understanding to others
ving

1

Realize personal changes occurring during the past year

189
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DEVELOPMENTAL GUIDANCE PROGRESS REPORT

SCHOOL DISTRICT

GRADE ONE

tStudent
Year

School Teacher

1 Counselor
Principal

The guidance program assists students to develop the life skills that are necessary for

successful and satisfying daily living. Its goals include helping students grow in thebareas

of ,,elf concept and relating effectively to others; assisting students to learn how to obtain

knowledge about others and the world around them; providing for students an understanding of

their rights and resnonsibilitie,. in their major life roles; developing in students a,,ron-

seJousness of rcT..ot 1 values and the values of others; and st hening student's abilities

in decision - making, achieving, and problem,olving.
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Federal law prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin (Title VI of the Crud Rights Act of 19641, sex (Title IX of the
Educational Amendments of 1972 and Title II of the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976), or handicap (Section 504 of the /
Ritiabilitation Act of 1973) in educational programs kr activities receiving federal financial assistance

Employees, students and the general public are hereby notified that the Georgia Department of Education does not discriminate any
educational programs or activities or in employment policies

The following individuals have been designatdd c the employees responsible for coordinating the department's effort to implement this
nondiscriminatory policy

Title 11 Loydia Webber, Vocational Equity Coordinator
Title VI Peyton Williams Jr , Associate Supeiwtendent

of State Schools and Special Services
Title IX Myra Tolbert, Coordinator
Section 504 --- Jane Lee, Coordinator of Special Education

Inquiries concerning the application of Title II. Title VI, Title.IX or Section 504 to the policies and practices of the department may be
addressed to the persons listed above at the Georgia Department of Education, State OfNe Building, Atlanta 30334, to the Regional Office
for Crud Rights, Atlanta 30323, or to the Director, Office for Civil Rights, Education Department, Washington, D C 20201
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